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Tired of talking to an unintelligible miscreant in the Zircon 

cluster? Southwest Cyberport will relieve your internet 

headaches with local support you can depend on. We 

live and work right here in New Mexico, so we feel your 

pain. And, we’re ready to set you up with speeds as fast 

as 20mb/s and plans starting at $43 a month. You will 

never get stuck on hold again with someone who just 

doesn’t care. We promise.

Old Internet BAD. SWCP GOOD!

New Mexico’s Expert Internet Service Provider since 1994

505-243-SWCP (7927)          SWCP.com
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Earn as much as $365 this month & $120 this week!
Donate life saving plasma. 

You have the power to save lives!
Schedule an appointment at biotestplasma.com

We guarantee the best donor 
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BRING IN THIS COUPON 
FOR AN EXTRA 

$10 BONUS!

036WA

New donors only. Not valid in conjunction 
with any other referral fees or bonuses.

Open 7 days a week! 
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Email letters, including author’s name, mailing address and daytime phone number to letters@alibi.com. Letters can
also be mailed to 217 Sierra Dr. SE, Albuquerque, N.M., 87108 or faxed to (505) 346-0660. Letters—including
comments posted on alibi.com—may be published in any medium and edited for length and clarity; owing to the

volume of correspondence, we regrettably can’t respond to every letter.

��������$!

Dear Editor,
After the shooting in San Bernardino
California in 2015, New Mexico Gov.
Susana Martinez slammed the president for
politicizing the tragic attack on Americans
by calling for gun control measures. 

Almost three years later, after a failed
pipe bombing in New York, President Trump
is calling for tougher immigration measures.
Why does Gov. Martinez suddenly have
nothing to say? 

After the worst mass shooting in
American history, this year, in Las Vegas,
Gov. Martinez didn't even offer her thoughts
and prayers like most National Rifle
Association Republicans often do. 

When President Trump politicizes a
tragedy, why doesn't Gov. Martinez hold him
to the same strict standards she held
President Obama to? Gov. Martinez has been
on just about every side of either supporting
or denouncing our current president, so
perhaps she's just trying to finish her last
year in public office, with no more PR
disasters like 5 star burgers or her infamous
peetza party! 

Given her silence on the Roy Moore
candidate, is it fair to ask if she condones
child predation?

Brian Fejer,
Albuquerque

��"’!% �$%�$##"#�! �

Dear Alibi,
If we lived in North Korea and we heard the
US president with thousands of nuclear
bombs at his command threaten to mass
murder our nation of 25 million women,
men and children when he spoke fore the
whole world at the United Nations [earlier
this year], how would we feel? Talk about
violent gangs and drug cartels! Talk about

Hitler and Stalin! Talk about ISIS and
international terrorism! How many US
preachers, priests, rabbis, mainstream media
have the conscience and the courage to
publicly damn Trump’s insanely evil threats?
How many in Congress have publicly
damned Trump’s evil words? Instead,
Congress, including sadly both New Mexico
Senators Heinrich and Udall, voted for 700
billion dollars for the US to terrorize,
cripple, blind, paralyze, make homeless and
murder worldwide. Is this treating other
people as we want to be treated? Is Trump,
who threatened to murder 25 million people
and has thousands of nuclear bombs at his
command, less dangerous than the deranged
Las Vegas gunman who brutally shot
hundreds of people? I hate guns. I have
never owned a gun and never plan to. I have
paid no federal income tax for 28 years. I
refuse to pay for war and nuclear bombs.

Don Schrader
Albuquerque

���"�%�"�#%�#$��"��$�
���
"�%��#�%��%������� 

Hi Letters,
Amazon Card Reminder: We close the
current reward program entry today at
midnight.

Final Step: To unlock your pre-loaded
Amazon card please let us know your
opinion.

Enter here to unlock you Amazon card
perks.

Patrick Rich

�$  $#!%	$!�"�!$

Thanks for the heads up, Patrick. But we’re
pretty sure this is intended for Mrs. Letters.
She’s the Amazon shopper in the family.
Don’t worry. We’ll pass along the info. a
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Amazon UK removed a home circumcision
training kit from its website last week. The
National Secular Society (NSS) wrote a
complaint letter to Amazon UK after they
discovered the internet commerce and cloud
computing company was hosting a kit meant
to train users how to perform circumcisions in
their own home. The kit, sold by ESP, comes
in a variety of skin colors and includes a
model of a boy’s genitals made from what is
described as “lifelike” material, multiple
artificial replacement penises, scissors and
scalpels. It sold for between £365 and £456.
The chair of the NSS’s secular medical forum,
Dr. Antony Lempert, wrote in his letter to
Amazon: “Non-therapeutic circumcision is
unethical and unnecessary and is putting
infant boys at risk of death and serious injury.
This practice could be encouraged by the
morally negligent sale of infant circumcision
training kits to the public.” In response to
letter, Amazon removed the kit from its UK
website The NSS praised Amazon for the
move. The kit is currently available on the
US Amazon website through Nasco for $196
at time of printing.

������������������
A man was arrested for waving his toupee at
his son-in-law, who is afraid of the Tasmanian
Devil cartoon. Mazen Dayem, a 36-year-old
from Staten Island, told reporters that his
father-in-law, Yunes Doleh, has harassed him
on numerous occasions, using his bushy wig to
take advantage of Dayem's debilitating fear of
the “Looney Tunes'” Tasmanian Devil. Dayem
says his father in-law's toupee looks like the
character, and Doleh, knowing about his fear,
would gesture with it and make growling
sounds to frighten him. Earlier in the year,
Dayem reportedly filed a restraining order
against his father-in-law in the hopes of
preventing future harassment, following an
incident in which Doleh allegedly kicked
Dayem's car. But the issue arose again in
November when, at a funeral, Doleh allegedly
began gesturing with the wig while in Dayem's
line of sight. Doleh was arrested for the
incident on felony charges for violating a
restraining order. Doleh faces charges of
criminal contempt and aggravated
harassment. His attorney called the situation a
“family dispute” and says he believes the

criminal charges will be dropped against his
client.

���������������
Scientists say a species of fish can be so loud
during copulation that it deafens dolphins.
According to marine biologists from the
University of Texas and the University of San
Diego, all adult Gulf corvina migrate to the
Colorado River Delta in the northernmost
part of Mexico’s Gulf of California every year
for a spawning aggregation. The number of
corvina involved in the aggregation can reach
into the low millions. Researchers say each
fish projects a mating call that sounds like “a
really loud machine gun,” and when they get
together to spawn each year, they generate a
sound level that is the highest recorded for a
fish species. It can reportedly cause the hulls
of nearby ships to vibrate. A recent study
published in Biology Letters measured the fish's
volume and found that under water, the sound
was loud enough to damage the hearing of sea
creatures in the vicinity. The researchers
noted that the behavior has caused the fish to
become easily targeted by fisherman, who are
reportedly overfishing the aggregation. They
warn that precautions like raising the market
price for corvina should be taken to protect
the species.

������������	������
Federal police in Sydney accidentally
broadcast their arrest plans over social media.
Earlier this month, Australian police arrested
a man suspected of being a North Korean
agent for attempting to sell missile parts
illegally, allegedly to raise money for the
North Korean government. But days before,
around a minute of audio was broadcast on
Periscope and linked to on Twitter wherein
officers could be overheard during the
operation briefing discussing the timing of the
arrest and the potential need to brief the
country's Prime Minister and Opposition
Leader. No mention of the suspect's name
were reportedly made. The tweet was quickly
deleted, but the live broadcast continued until
The West Australian contacted authorities and
alerted them to its presence. According to
reports, about 40 people listened to the
recording before it was deleted. Law
enforcement officials confirmed that the
broadcast was an accident, saying it happened
while “testing a piece of social media
broadcasting equipment.” Authorities say
steps have been taken to avoid future
incidents. Despite the mistake, the suspect
never learned of the plan, and the operation
proved successful. a

Compiled by Joshua Lee. Email your weird news to
josh@alibi.com.
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Budget, cops, corrections, Perkins

BY CAROLYN CARLSON

Arecent meeting of the Bernalillo
County Commission was like the
classic-yet-never-old Rolling

Stones’ song that goes: “You can’t
always get what you want, but if you
try sometimes, you just might find,
you get what you need.”
Commissioners Maggie Stebbins
Hart, Debbie O’Malley, Wayne
Johnson, Steven Michael Quezada
and Lonnie Talbert were present.
Bernalillo County Manager Julie
Morgas Baca was on hand as well for
this last, year defining and Glimmer
Twins reminescent meeting of 2017.

����������
Bernalillo County Sheriff Manny
Gonzales didn’t seem to be dreaming
of a white Christmas but may have
had a secret vision of dozens of new
deputies because the Commission
stuffed his stocking with funding for
10 new sworn deputies. This will
bring the number of sworn deputies
up to 314. To start up the new hires,
the county must come up with an
additional $1.3 million for the first
year and then add about $900,000 to
the annual $50 million sheriff ’s budget. The
new money for the added positions will
come from the gross receipts tax increase
the county implemented last year.

Sheriff Gonzales said a couple of the new
hires will be school resource officers. For
the rest of the positions, the department
will look at countywide calls for service and
add positions in areas where they will help
most. In response to a question about
requiring deputies to wear body cameras,
Gonzales said he was not opposed to them,
but before a decision is made there will be a
full review of the department’s use of force
procedures. “We have received different
studies and we met with the ACLU
(American Civil Liberties Union) and they
even have their concerns about body
cameras,” Gonzales said. He also gave a
shout out to the media to take a ride along
with a deputy sometime. We at Weekly Alibi
are going to take him up on that offer; stay
tuned for coverage of our local police ride-
alongs!

�
�������������
Metropolitan Detention Center Chief Greg
Rees took a verbal shiner from

Commissioner Wayne Johnson, but still got
a chunk of his jail wish list without
Johnson’s vote. Rees, along with County
Manager Julie Morgas Baca, made the pitch
for 9 new employees and the reclassification
of 76 part-time employees to permanent,
full-time gigs at the jail. “We don’t have
enough correctional officers to staff the
posts,” Morgas Baca said. “Our corrections
officers are tired of not knowing if they are
going to be able to go home at the end of
their shift.” Commissioner Johnson had the
line of the night when he said he was
“concerned he was being smoked again” in
reference to being told previously, and
erroneously, that overtime was going to go
down after new officers were approved. He
also questioned the need for more officers
since the number of inmates dropped from
nearly 3,000 a couple years ago to about
1,100 currently. Rees reminded Johnson
that it was not the administrator that
smoked him before. Rees said the detention
center needs 250 officers due to schedule
rotations. He said there is currently an
unusually high number of officers, about
130, taking some part of their Family
Medical Leave Act. Morgas Baca said the

county has never had the luxury of
the jail being at full staff. These
changes will add a little more than
$851,000 each year to the already $64
million-dollar annual detention
center budget.

���	������������
Some people get a day named after
them, if they do something cool. If
you’re super cool like Don Perkins,
then the Bernalillo County
Commission will give you a whole
year. Perkins is perhaps best known as
a University of New Mexico football
star who then went on to play for the
Dallas Cowboys, but he’s more than
that. Commissioner Maggie Hart
Stebbins said there were very few
people that the county names a
whole year after. “You are one of
those exceptional beings that really
deserve this honor,” Hart Stebbins
told the local football great. 

Perkins came to New Mexico in
1959 to play with the Lobos, set 12
school records and garnered All
American distinctions. While a
Cowboy he collected six Pro Bowl
honors. He had the fifth most rushing
yards in NFL history when he retired
in 1968. “I was small but I was afraid

and when you are scared you run real fast,”
he once said to a reporter about his speed.

It is what Perkins did off the field that
earned a whole year being named after him.
While playing for the Cowboys he helped
change the organization’s segregation
policies. He has worked tirelessly with the
local National Association for the
Advancement of Colored People,
supported the Dismas House and is
passionate about combating gang violence,
with time and money. One way Perkins
does this is to travel around the state giving
solo, in-character performances of
Frederick Douglass, George Washington
Carver and Martin Luther King, Jr. to
youth groups. a

The next Bernalillo County Commission meeting:
Tuesday, Jan. 9, 5pm

Vincent E. Griego Chambers
Albuquerque/Bernaliillo County Government

Center
1 Civic Plaza NW

View it on GOV TV 16 or at cabq.gov/govtv

Send comments to carolyn@alibi.com

It was a tumultuous time in New Mexico over
the last year. Here are some of the state's top

stories in 2017:

Anti-Lunch Shaming Bill 
The Hunger-Free Students' Bill of Rights Act—
more commonly known as the “Anti-Lunch
Shaming Bill”—was signed into law by Gov.
Martinez earlier this year, making national
headlines for being the first of its kind. The bill,
introduced by former candidate for lieutenant
governor Michael Padilla, outlawed practices like
throwing away lunches when students can't pay
for them or making them work off lunch debts
with chores. It also requires schools to assist
students in signing up for free or reduced-price
meals.

WIPP Battles Continue
The Office of the State Auditor has been asking
if the New Mexico Environment Department's
settlement policies caused the state to miss out
on millions of dollars in a settlement with the US
Department of Energy over a radiation leak at
the Waste Isolation Power Plant (WIPP) in
2014. According to auditors, NMED allowed the
DOE to avoid millions in civil penalties in return
for providing funding for “special environmental
projects,” which they were reportedly obligated
to do, anyway.

Dem. Gubernatorial Candidates
Plagued by Accusations
The early stages of the 2018 gubernatorial race
have brought a round of allegations leveled
between the Democratic candidates. Earlier this
month, Democrat Michael Padilla abandoned his
campaign for lieutenant governor after
gubernatorial candidate Michelle Lujan Grisham,
also a Democrat, called for his resignation over
decade-old harassment allegations. Last week,
rival Democratic gubernatorial candidate Jeff
Apodaca was accused of trying to kiss a staffer
with the Albuquerque Teachers Federation while
smelling of beer at a wiffle ball game—a claim his
campaign flatly denied and alleged was an
attempt by Lujan Grisham's campaign to divert
attention from the recent accusation that she
had discriminated against a transgender woman
who was fired from an internship in Lujan
Grisham's office.

Keller Replaced by Johnson
Former Albuquerque mayoral candidate Wayne
Johnson was named as the state auditor last
month, replacing rival Tim Keller. Keller and
Johnson publicly struggled with one another
when Johnson filed a complaint with
Albuquerque’s Board of Ethics alleging that
Keller violated public campaign financing laws.
The board confirmed the violation—Keller's
political consulting firm counted cash donations
as “in-kind” donations—but said it was
unintentional and didn't fine Keller. 

Religious Militia Members Accused
of Child Abuse
The state received national attention when eight
members of a paramilitary Christian sect from
Fence Lake, N.M. were arrested on charges of
various counts of child abuse and neglect,
including sexual assault. Federal law
enforcement called the Aggressive Christianity
Missions Training Corps. a “religious militia,” and
said the fundamentalist group organizes
themselves by military rank. Claims of child
abuse rose after a woman came forth and
accused members of the organization of sexual
assaulting her as a child. a

NEWS CITY BY JOSHUA LEE
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Big stories, big changes

BY AUGUST MARCH

This is the year change came to
Albuquerque. Sometimes that change
came because of long-standing problems in

the Duke City, other times, it came despite the
issues and troubles that were seen in these
parts in the year 2017.

It’s not difficult to highlight those big
stories and subsequently the deep changes they
may bring; it becomes problematic to rank
them though, as so much of that forward
momentum was supplied by a really big change
at the top.

��%&�%�&���$#
The election of Tim Keller as mayor ranks at
the top of our important local stories this year.

Keller began his quest for Burque’s top job
amidst a field of eight candidates that included
a then-current City Councilman and County
Commissioner—both had big plans and big
ties to the revisionist, populist maniacs now in
charge of our nation—as well as a bright young
visionary, a reform-minded business owner, a
former Obama appointee, a bigwig from the
state Democratic party, a former cop, and a
classless, clueless Downtown parking-lot
owner.

Keller’s strong showing in the October
primary election demonstrated he had the
political mojo to wrap up the election with a
substantive victory for progressive politics in
Albuquerque. His ground game, level of
organization and ability to relate his proactive
platform to local citizens of all stripes created
an electoral environment where his main
opponent—who spoke mostly in warning
tones and portrayed municipal matters in
apocalyptic terms—had little chance of
winning.

Keller literally trounced Trump clone
wannabe Dan Lewis in the Nov. 14 general
election, setting the stage for a new
administration that will be called upon to
effect major course changes, even as our city
continues to suffer from problems and policies
aggravated by the Republican Berry
administration.

�#"�%&"�& �%&�" �
One of the problems facing Keller and his
estimable brain trust is the noticeable rise in
crime this city has seen in the past couple of
years. Savage murders and astonishing
property crime continued to make headlines in
2017, even as Keller was elected to promises of
stanching the flow of blood and resaleable
goods in Burque.

Recent statistics—and a casual perusal of
local newspapers, this one included—show an
unforgiving rise in crime in Albuquerque this

past year. In September, national media outlets
told a terrible tale about Burque and crime.
According to the FBI, instances of violent
crime increased 15.5 percent between 2015
and 2016 (the most current dates for which
such statistics are available) and property
crime rose by 13.3 percent.

On top of this awful accounting, murder
rates in Albuquerque soared in 2017. As of
Nov. 30, there had been 71 homicides in
Albuquerque, a number that is higher than it’s
been in 20 years. Clearly, as 2018 advances on
this small city by a big river, reducing violent
crime and property crime continue to be civic
priorities for a new administration that is
already battling the problem with an infusion
of new ideas, new officers and a new policing
plan for Burque.

���&"�&�$#&��%#�$�%
Another huge bit of news here in Burque
doesn’t so much have to do with cultural
failings as it does with accepting the errors of
the past and evolving plans to be more in line
with citizen wants and needs.

Such is the case with the Albuquerque
Rapid Transit project, or ART. Initiated with
little or no citizen input, the multimillion
dollar project begun by the Berry
administration is yet to be finished—and
won’t be up and running until early next
year—and may not receive the federal funding
called for in the project’s initial roll out in
Sept. 2016.

The feds have yet to reimburse the city for
any of the project; though a grant from the
Federal Transit Administration was to supply
between $50 and $75 million in
reimbursements for construction of ART, the
funds have yet to materialize and members of
the Keller administration will have to meet
with authorities in January to try and cement
the deal with paperwork and signatures.

(505) 375-0211  AmyS.SLP@gmail.com
SpeechandLanguageAtoZ.com

 FREE Speech & Language 
Screenings 

 Pediatric Speech & Language 
Therapy/Intervention

 Hanen Center Parent Training
 Parent-Implemented 

Intervention

Due to all of the infrastructure repair that
took place during the project’s construction,
the whole deal is also currently $15 million
dollars over budget.

In the meantime, there has already been
talk of modifying the scope of plans for ART
to include service to Albuquerque’s Sunport.
Though that may pave the way for further
funding—in the form of airport bonds—it also
means an extension of street construction
which has been maddening to local drivers as
well as a scourge to the Central Avenue
businesses along the current ART route.

�$&��� %&	%#%
In a move that speaks to efficiency as well as
engagement, the Keller administration
continued to make positive local news when it
was announced last week that the plans for a
long-planned-for but somehow never-asked-for
solid waste transfer station in the North
Valley—the infamous Edith Transfer
Station—would not be continued to
completion. Long a thorn in the side of many
residents and a vociferous collection of
neighborhood associations, Keller listened to
the people and decided that moving forward
with a huge indoor garbage collection center
in the middle of a neighborhood was a bad
idea.

Though such activities might seem small at
a glance, especially with the threat of crime
and a boondoggle of a bus system at the head
of the table, this was a very important policy
decision for Keller and company. It
demonstrates that local government, far from
being beholden to developers and bureaucrats
in the decision making process, is quite
capable of listening to local voices and moving
forward with the needs of our city’s citizenry
respected, intact and part of the plan to
improve this city in the years ahead. a

PHOTO BY G MORROW • CC BY-NC-SA
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CSLPlasma.com

*Applicable for eligible, quali!ed new donors. Fees vary by weight and location. 
New donors must bring photo ID, proof of address and Social Security number.

New Donors:
Donate plasma today 
and earn up to $400 
this month!*

Who knew I could earn money and save lives.
211 4TH ST. NW, SUITE 15 • ALBUQUERQUE, NM 87107 • 505-359-2262
204 SAN MATEO BLVD. SE • ALBUQUERQUE, NM 87108 • 505-243-4449

Redeem at your nearest donation center for details.

Center staff scan to enter payment comment.

This Holiday Season,

!"#$%&%'&()*

'+),-%'."#$%
'./)0*

#GiveADamn
© 2017 Anheuser-Busch, Budweiser® Beer, St. Louis, MO
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EVENT |PREVIEWS

EVENT HORIZON WEEK OF DEC. 28-JAN. 3

Compiled by Megan Reneau. Submit your events at alibi.com/events.

FRIDAY DEC. 29

SATURDAY DEC. 30

POWER OF THE PRESS
See the type of press that revolutionized printing forever
Thursday, Dec. 28, at the Special Collections Library. At this
one-time-only Printing Press Demonstration, Bill Farmer, a
bit of a print press historian, demonstrates the functionality of
an antique printing press and explains each step in the
process. Participants are also invited to see if they have a
knack for setting type. In addition, the treasures of the Special
Collections Library are available for viewing—like a miniatures
collection and a selection of examples of early printed work.
The demonstration is totally free of charge and runs between
5:30 and 6:30pm. SPECIAL COLLECTIONS LIBRARY 423 CENTRAL AVE NE,
5:30 TO 6:30PM alibi.com/v/5csc. (Maggie Grimason) a

COURTESY OF THE ARTIST

A LARK OR A LYMB
The Lymbs are one of those formerly-Burque bands that
escaped the land of entrapment and all its wondrous charms—
which include playing headlining gigs at local venues for $20
per member, being referred to snarkily in the local press and
making the big time at luxurious joints like this or that hipster’s
run-down project house in Barelas—for the fabled left coast
where there’s more feria, better light and the constant smell of
the sea at one’s back. In this case, Jeff Bell and Gage
Bickerstaff—both classically trained musicos outta our town’s
fabled college music school—decided Oakland would be their
landing spot. It’s a place that’s led to a smattering of not-to-
be-missed gigs, great exposure and a continuance of the big
hopes that fueled their departure from Duke City. The dudes
are home for the holidays though and you can hear them jam
out in their classically informed, intensely intricate style when
they play here on Friday, Dec. 29. They’re supporting their
latest effort, a damn fine recording called Neon. Check ‘em out
for a rocking sense of the recurring dynamic that sometimes
sends some of our best and brightest away to the ocean at
Tractor Wells Park for free. TRACTOR BREWING WELLS PARK 1800
FOURTH STREET NW, 8 TO 10PM alibi.com/v/5f5d. (August March) a

THURSDAY DEC. 28

IT’S OKAY, I’M OLD TOO …
Oh, let’s see … about 15 to 20 years ago, the local club scene
here in Burque was dominated by a sort of post-punk, pro-
psychedelic brand of bands that literally packed the pages of
Weekly Alibi’s music section with tales of wiggly and jangly
hipster glory, providing this town with a profound reflection of
what a bizarre influence the bands of the previous decade had
on the early aughts. Though bands like the Shins, Of God and
Science and The Mindy Set were deeply influenced by earlier
progenitors like The Ant Farmers, The Drags and Scared of
Chaka, they grew to develop a neato sound of their own and
sizable followings as well. Now, here at the end of 2017, you
all out there in Alibi-land finally have a chance to see part of
that historically relevant yet quickly aging rocanrol culture
when The Mindy Set plays a blazing and beautiful reunion
show at Sister on Friday, Dec. 29. Hijinks ensue for just $5, so
get your arse down there, hipster army of Albuquerque; it’s
good for the troops and it’s going to rock the fuck out. SISTER
407 CENTRAL AVE NW, 8PM alibi.com/v/5ek3. (August March) a

SUNDAY DEC. 31

HOLLY JOLLY CYBORG
Hometown hero Holly Holm fights for championship against machine and Brazilian fighter Cris Cyborg
this Saturday, Dec. 30, in Las Vegas, Nev. at UFC 219. While it’s fair to expect any bar in town to show
the fight—prelims start at 7pm between American fighters Tim Elliott and Mark Delarosa then Russian
“wolverine” Omari Akhmedov and “Italian dream” Marvin Vettori—you can see the cathartic brawling at
Isleta Resort & Casino for $15 (21+ only), The Stage @ Santa Ana for $10 and Tractor Wells Park
for $16 (21+ only, 100 seats maximum). While both fighters have trained in the same fighting styles
more or less, The Preacher’s Daughter is known for her long reach and ability to wear down her
opponent by staying distant and Cyborg is a fast, relentless forward moving force—this is sure to be an
interesting fight that will (hopefully) last longer than 59 seconds. ISLETA RESORT & CASINO 11000 BROADWAY

BLVD SE, 6PM alibi.com/v/5f1q. STAGE @ SANTA ANA STAR 54 JEMEZ DAM, 5PM alibi.com/v/5ezz. TRACTOR BREWING WELLS
PARK 1800 FOURTH STREET NW, 7PM alibi.com/v/5el2. (Rini Grammer) a

ROCKET WITH RYAN
Every year, Weekly Alibi asks our readers to tell us exactly who should be included in a thing called Best
Of Burque. We’ve been doing that for years and people dig it. They must also totally dig local guitarist
and world-tour-expert Ryan McGarvey because more often then not, this favorite son of ours is regularly
selected as among the best this city claims as its own. McGarvey’s precision, choptastic guitar playing—
informed by the blues, inflected by rocanrol and infected with the groovy danceability virus that’s been
known to haunt some of the best concert halls in Europe—is always memorably entrancing, tonally
spectacular and worth waiting to hear. Locals 21+ can join McGarvey at Launchpad for a celebratory
night out when the fabled axeman headlines a New Year’s Eve celebration en El Duque starting at 8pm
on Dec. 31. Letting six magic strings and a crispy-sounding Marshall stack float you into the next year
for just $20 is really going to be fun; trust us we do it all the time. LAUNCHPAD 618 CENTRAL AVE SW, 8PM
alibi.com/v/5em5. (August March) a

DANCE THE YEAR AWAY
Come close 2017 out with a bang at Sister on New
Year’s Eve. Dance to your favorite guilty pleasure songs
at the Guilty Pleasures New Year’s Eve Party like Justin
Bieber, The Weeknd, Rihanna and more. DJs Reighnbeau
and 1960SFE are on the tables. Be prepared to dance
holes in your shoes and tip your bartenders well,
kiddos. Doors open at 9pm, music starts at 10pm and
the party goes until 2am. Tickets are $5 in advance,
$10 at the door. Ages 21 and up. SISTER 407 CENTRAL AVE

NW, 10PM alibi.com/v/5etp. (Robin Babb) a

STEAM-POWERED FUN
There’s no better way to look to the future than to pretend you’re living in the past. Wait. Is steampunk
supposed to be the past or the future? I’ve never been able to figure it out. I just know that sometimes
it involves tiny hats, and sometimes it involves big hats. Steam, too. Maybe someone can set up an
information booth at Wanderlust, New Mexico’s premier steampunk New Year’s Eve party, at The Stage
at Santa Ana Casino. Class it up with the plebs to a soundtrack by DJ Derrick Anthony or get a VIP pass
to skip the lines and party in a 1930s-inspired lounge. Tickets for adults 21 and up start at $35. The
time machine takes off at 9pm. (Maybe it’s not another time, but, like, an alternate reality or something
… I give up.) STAGE @ SANTA ANA STAR 54 JEMEZ DAM, 9 TO 11PM alibi.com/v/5f04. (Joshua Lee) a

NEW YEAR’S EVE
CALENDAR

COMMUNITY CALENDAR
ANDERSON-ABRUZZO ALBUQUERQUE INTERNATIONAL BALLOON
MUSEUM Fourth Annual Manhattan On The Mesa. Good food,
dancing and a countdown to the New Year’s Eve ball drop in
Times Square. 9201 Balloon Museum Dr NE. 6-11pm. 880-0500.
alibi.com/v/5edf.

KIDS
!EXPLORA! Noon Year’s Eve Celebration. Families countdown to
a balloon drop. 1701 Mountain Rd NW. $4-$8. 10am-2pm.
224-8300. alibi.com/v/5f05.

TAYLOR RANCH LIBRARY Annual New Year’s Eve Storytelling.
Stories, songs and crafts to welcome the new year. 5700 Bogart
St NW. 3:30-5pm. 897-8816. alibi.com/v/5epf.

WELLNESS/FITNESS
ALBUQUERQUE OPEN SPACE VISITOR CENTER Yoga with a
View. A guided yoga class in a unique setting overlooking 18
acres of agricultural fields. All abilities and levels welcome. 6500
Coors Blvd NW. $5-$15. 9pm. 897-8831. alibi.com/v/5di0.

KADAMPA MEDITATION CENTER NEW MEXICO New Years Eve
Celebration. Meditation and pray to bring in the new year. 142
Monroe St NE. $10. 6-9pm. ALL-AGES! 29255293. alibi.com/v/5dk9.

ARTS & LIT CALENDAR
STAGE
BOX PERFORMANCE SPACE AND IMPROV THEATRE The Show:
New Year’s Eve. Improv games and some brand-spanking-new
sketches. 100 Gold SW. 10:30-11:45pm. 404-1578.
alibi.com/v/5eve.

SONG & DANCE
I-25 STUDIOS Dragons Blacklight New Years Eve Party. Ring in
the new year with artist PULP and Adam Fierro and Miss Duke
City DJ Baldonado. 9201 Pan American Fwy NE. $15-$25. 7pm.
18+. 450-6421. alibi.com/v/5f1r.

NATIONAL HISPANIC CULTURAL CENTER New Year’s Eve with
Opera Southwest. Maestro Anthony Barrese leads the Opera
Southwest Chamber Orchestra and select members of
the Albuquerque Youth Symphony. 1701 Fourth Street SW.
$15-$110. 7:30-9:30pm. 243-0591. alibi.com/v/5f07.

MUSIC CALENDAR
BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB TAPROOM January Storm •
classic rock • 9pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

CANTEEN BREWHOUSE Chris Dracup • blues • 4pm • FREE

CASA ESENCIA New Year’s Eve Party • 9pm

THE COOPERAGE Son Como Son • Cuban salsa • 9:30pm • $15 •
21+

DIRTY BOURBON The Tylor Brandon Band • acoustic, country •
9pm • $10 • 21+

HOTEL ANDALUZ The Tracey Whitney Quartet • classic jazz, soul •
DJ Dolla Bill • Howling Coyote • 8pm • $49 • 21+

LAUNCHPAD Ryan McGarvey • blues, guitar • 8pm • See Event
Horizon

LEGENDS THEATER @ ROUTE 66 CASINO Cirque Ziva • 8pm

MOONLIGHT LOUNGE New Year’s Countdown • 9pm

M’TUCCI’S MODERNO ITALIAN RESTAURANT New Year’s Eve
Party • DJ Demonic • 9pm • See Weekly Specials.

NMCLUBHOUSE New Year’s Eve Swingers Party • 8pm • $20-$80 •
21+

POSH NIGHTCLUB Masquerade Ball • 8pm • 21+

QBAR New Year’s Eve Party • 9pm

RIO BRAVO BREWING COMPANY Tasty Face • Angelo Moore • Eric
McFadden • rock • Queen D • 8pm • $12 • 21+

YANNI’S AND LEMONI BAR AND GRILL Frank’s Jazz Heads •
contemporary jazz • 9pm • FREE • 21+

ZULLO’S BISTRO The Despots • surf, punk, blues, rock • Sharksuit •
Coach Gun • 7pm • $10-$15 • 21+
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COMMUNITY
CALENDAR

THURSDAY DEC 28
ABQ BIOPARK BOTANIC GARDEN River of Lights. Meander
through Albuquerque’s premier holiday light show. 2601 Central
Ave NW. $0-$12. 6-9:30pm. 768-2000. alibi.com/v/5cnz.

KIDS
NM MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY & SCIENCE Young Explorers
Winter Camps. Hands-on science and art projects for kids. 1801
Mountain Rd NW. $68-$85. 9am-4pm. 841-2848. alibi.com/v/5dzo.

SPORTS/OUTDOOR
I-25 STUDIOS The Battle Field. Laser tag arena with 15,000
square feet of twists, turns, doors, bunkers and rooms. 9201
Pan American Fwy NE. $10. 5-8pm. 333-0924. alibi.com/v/5eoc.

WELLNESS/FITNESS
KADAMPA MEDITATION CENTER NEW MEXICO Living Lightly.
Develop the mental flexibility of mind to respond to every situation
in a relaxed way. 142 Monroe St NE. $10. 6-7:30pm. ALL-AGES!
292-5293. alibi.com/v/5dfh.

MAPLE STREET DANCE SPACE Zumba Bliss. Zumba,
Latin dancing and kickboxing for all fitness levels. 3215 Central
Ave NE. $5. 4:40-5:30pm. ALL-AGES! 977-8881. alibi.com/v/54xn.

FRIDAY DEC 29
ABQ BIOPARK BOTANIC GARDEN River of Lights. 2601 Central
Ave NW. $0-$12. 6-9:30pm. See 12/28 listing.

KIDS
CHERRY HILLS LIBRARY 3D Maker Pen Art. Draw in the air or
on a pattern to make a cool 3D object. For ages 13 to 18. 6901
Barstow St NE. 1:30-3pm. 764-1742. alibi.com/v/5csd.

NM MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY & SCIENCE Young
Explorers Winter Camps. 1801 Mountain Rd NW. $68-$85.
9am-4pm. See 12/28 listing.

SPORTS/OUTDOOR
I-25 STUDIOS The Battle Field. 9201 Pan American Fwy NE.
$10. 5-8pm. See 12/28 listing.

WELLNESS/FITNESS
YOGA ART SPACE FUNdamentals of Yoga. Work on basic poses
and transitions between poses to build body awareness and confi-
dence. $10-$15. 9:30-10:30am. ALL-AGES! alibi.com/v/56vk.
Also, Yoga Nidra Meditation Workshop. Delve into a deeply relaxing
state between wakefulness and sleep to help the subconscious
heal aspects which may be holding it back. 8338 Comanche Rd
NE. $15. 7-8:30pm. ALL-AGES! alibi.com/v/56zr.

SATURDAY DEC 30
ABQ BIOPARK BOTANIC GARDEN New Year’s Eve: Eve Express.
Ride the rails, write down all of your worries and dreams for 2018,
then throw them into fire pits and watch the sparks incinerate
the bad and ignite the positive. 5:30-9:30pm. alibi.com/v/5ekw.
Also, River of Lights. 2601 Central Ave NW. $0-$12. 6-9:30pm.
See 12/28 listing. 768-2000.

SOUTH VALLEY PUBLIC LIBRARY New Year’s Eve Party. Families
with preschoolers and elementary-aged children play games,
eat snacks and watch a balloon drop. 3904 Isleta Blvd SW.
11:30am-12:15pm. ALL-AGES! 877-5170. alibi.com/v/5csf.

KIDS
NM MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY & SCIENCE Young
Explorers Winter Camps. 1801 Mountain Rd NW. $68-$85.
9am-4pm. See 12/28 listing.

SPORTS/OUTDOOR
I-25 STUDIOS The Battle Field. 9201 Pan American Fwy NE.
$10. 5-8pm. See 12/28 listing.

WELLNESS/FITNESS
CASA FLAMENCA Salsa Dance Partnering. Learn or enhance
five key salsa techniques with communications skills to transform
dancing and relationships. 401 Rio Grande Blvd NW. 35-$60.
4-6:30pm. 21+. 261-3214. alibi.com/v/5et5.

SUNDAY DEC 31
ANDERSON-ABRUZZO ALBUQUERQUE INTERNATIONAL
BALLOON MUSEUM Fourth Annual Manhattan On The Mesa.
Good food, dancing and a countdown to the New Year’s Eve ball
drop in Times Square. 9201 Balloon Museum Dr NE. 6-11pm.
880-0500. alibi.com/v/5edf.

KIDS
!EXPLORA! Noon Year’s Eve Celebration. Families countdown to
a balloon drop. 1701 Mountain Rd NW. $4-$8. 10am-2pm.
224-8300. alibi.com/v/5f05.

NM MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY & SCIENCE Young
Explorers Winter Camps. 1801 Mountain Rd NW. $68-$85.
9am-4pm. See 12/28 listing.

TAYLOR RANCH LIBRARY Annual New Year’s Eve Storytelling.
Stories, songs and crafts to welcome the new year. 5700 Bogart
St NW. 3:30-5pm. 897-8816. alibi.com/v/5epf.

SPORTS/OUTDOOR
I-25 STUDIOS The Battle Field. 9201 Pan American Fwy NE.
$10. 5-8pm. See 12/28 listing.

WELLNESS/FITNESS
ALBUQUERQUE OPEN SPACE VISITOR CENTER Yoga with a View.
A guided yoga class in a unique setting overlooking 18 acres of
agricultural fields. All abilities and levels welcome. 6500 Coors
Blvd NW. $5-$15. 9pm. 897-8831. alibi.com/v/5di0.

ALBUQUERQUE SHAMBHALA CENTER Open Public Sitting and
Meditation. Practice meditation with fellow community members.
1102 Mountain Rd NW. 10am-noon. 717-2486. alibi.com/v/5351.

HIGH DESERT CENTER FOR SPIRITUAL LIVING World Peace
Prayer. Demonstrate your personal commitment to peace and
to co-create, and celebrate a vision of world peace. 5621 Paradise
NW. 4:45-6am. 13+. 298-9265. alibi.com/v/5eu2.

KADAMPA MEDITATION CENTER NEW MEXICO New Years Eve
Celebration. Meditation and pray to bring in the new year. 142
Monroe St NE. $10. 6-9pm. ALL-AGES! 29255293.
alibi.com/v/5dk9.

MONDAY JAN 1
O’NIELL’S PUB, Nob Hill Indivisible Nob Hill Weekly Meeting.
Progressive precinct training to energize the community and inject
the state Democratic party with an active and conscientious,
progressive voice. 4310 Central Ave SE. 5:30-7:30pm. ALL-AGES!
350-3323. alibi.com/v/5btk.

KIDS
NM MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY & SCIENCE Young
Explorers Winter Camps. 1801 Mountain Rd NW. $68-$85.
9am-4pm. See 12/28 listing.

WELLNESS/FITNESS
ALBUQUERQUE VIPASSANA CENTER New Year’s Day Retreat.
Eat, meditate and learn about dharma for the new year with
Kathryn Turnipseed. 200 Rosemont Ave NE. 9:30am-4pm.
alibi.com/v/5ekb.

YOGA ART SPACE 2018 New Year’s Yoga Workshop. Participate in
building up your asana practice, discuss ideas for assessing
balance in current practices and establish new goals. 8338
Comanche Rd NE. $15. 2:30-4:30pm. ALL-AGES! 310-7457.
alibi.com/v/5eme.

TUESDAY JAN 2
KIDS
!EXPLORA! School’s Out Camp: Dream Green. A collaborative
camp for grades K-5. Kids investigate how to use resources in
everyday activities like packing lunches and fueling cars. Explore
alternatives in the quest for sustainability. 1701 Mountain Rd
NW. 9am-4:30pm. 224-8341. alibi.com/v/5edi.

NM MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY & SCIENCE Young
Explorers Winter Camps. 1801 Mountain Rd NW. $68-$85.
9am-4pm. See 12/28 listing.

WELLNESS/FITNESS
MAPLE STREET DANCE SPACE Zumba Bliss. Zumba, Latin
dancing and kickboxing for all levels. 3215 Central Ave NE. $5.
5:25-6:25pm. ALL-AGES! 977-8881. alibi.com/v/54vp.

WEDNESDAY JAN 3
ETTIN GAMES AND HOBBIES Dungeons and Dragons Adventurer’s
League: Encounters. New players and Dungeon Masters welcome.
Great for all ages and experience levels. 8252 Menaul Blvd NE.
$2. 6:30-11pm. 13+. 503-6993. alibi.com/v/5dcb.

KIDS
SOUTH BROADWAY LIBRARY MakerSpace: Squishy Circuits.
Children 7 to 13 create and explore circuits using conductive
playdough. Follow a recipe or create new inventions. Registration
is required. 1025 Broadway Blvd SE. 3-4pm. 764-1742.
alibi.com/v/5epx.

WELLNESS/FITNESS
MAPLE STREET DANCE SPACE Zumba Bliss. 3215 Central Ave
NE. $5. 4:40-5:30pm. ALL-AGES! See 12/28 listing.

Compiled by Megan Reneau, Zabrina Chavez and Ashli Mayo. Submit your events at alibi.com/events.
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Print's Not Dead
A short list of the year's best books

“Reading is a conversation, all books talk. But
a good book listens as well.” English novelist
Mark Haddon hit on something there. A

book that puts the precision of language to a feeling
or experience you've had but were never able to
quite define is special—and that recognition is an
extraordinary, deeply validating form of being heard. 

This year I felt engaged with—in that unable to
stop, eyes go blurry, it’s way passed my bedtime
way—with a number of books. Terry Tempest
Williams and Augusten Burroughs made stops in
Albuquerque on book tours and granted me
conversations along the way that didn't feel so much
like interviews, but left me feeling like I was heard in
that unusual way. Williams brought me a stone—a
hunk of quartz—from Walden Pond. Burroughs gave
me relationship advice—but his whole book was
about relationships, so that didn't seem too
inappropriate. Both of the books that led these
writers to Albuquerque were important reads, which
led to vital conversations—The Hour of Land by
Williams and Lust and Wonder by Burroughs. Two
powerful and good reads by nationally recognized
writers who value the audiences and landscapes
here, and took the time to stop and share their
insights. 

Those two individuals, and the two associated
reads, stand out in my recollection of 2017, and
below, more categorical estimates of what was best
in my eyes, of the thousands of pages scanned this
year. 

Local 
Albuquerque Museum Photo Archives Collection:
Images in Silver Edited by Glenn Fye

This absolutely beautiful collection of
photographs and essays brings Albuquerque's
history alive, connecting place, architecture and
events in several hundred pages of black and white
photography. Locals will love connecting buildings in
the images to the places they regularly traffic today,
while local experts contextualize the significance of
these places in our modern cityscape. 

Graphic novel
Boundless by Jillian Tamaki

I first accessed Jillian Tamaki's work in another
graphic novel, Skim, that spoke to my heart. When I
saw her name on this beautiful edition on display at
a bookstore, I knew it was worth the price tag and
more than worth my time. This is a collection that
tells many stories that are imaginative, brilliant and
told with imagery favored, making for something
evocative and powerful. Each offers the
unexpected, and in each, Tamaki illustrates the piece
with a hand that deepens the text, the culmination
of which lingers for a long while. 

Fiction 
Exit West by Mohsin Hamid

The political is personal, we know that, but it is
so powerfully written in Hamid's Exit West. The
story of two migrants moving in the world, how they
interact with it in the aftermath of life altered by war,
and how they are received as they relocate to
Greece and eventually the United States. Hamid
hooks the reader and gives us insights into lived
experience of many in today's world, which reads as
fundamental for those outside of that experience. 

Nonfiction
Hunger: A Memoir of My Body by Roxane Gay 

If Roxane Gay isn't a hero, I don't know who is.
Earlier this year she pulled out of a book deal with a
major imprint of Simon & Schuster upon learning
that they had offered Milo Yiannopoulos a six-figure
book deal, and then she rounded out the year by
publishing this book—which is all about being in a
complicated body, as most of us are. It's so
profound, and so rarely discussed, that Gay's book
feels like genuine revelation.  a

FOUND OBJECTS
BY MAGGIE GRIMASON
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Resonances of theater, art, installation and dance in 2017

BY MAGGIE GRIMASON

It felt trite to be saying it once
again, but there I was, cupping a
drink in my hand at a bar,

surrounded by friends and still
bundled up from the cold outside,
through my scarf commenting on
the approaching year's end, astutely
noting that time goes by too fast.
2017 had raced by, whole months
coming and going before I was sure
I'd seen them at all and soon I'd be
really old, I said, probably saying the
same thing, but speaking about life
more in the past tense. 

Working at a weekly paper, the
year is measured in 7 day intervals,
remembered, at least a little bit, as
52 articles. Passage after passage, 50-
some interviews, hundreds of
conversations, lots of comps (thank
you!), millions of words and
investigating the nuance of the
subsurface—who makes “art,” why,
all this interiority put out into the
world. Our attraction to certain
pieces is as personal and subjective
as anything. For that reason, this
feels like a diary entry—what I loved
is the end result of my particular and
circumstantial view on the world. 

Trying to catalog the last year of
this column underscores all the more
the scary fast flow of time as I ask
myself—was that yesterday? A week
ago? Last month? Inventorying like
that is a trial—what I remember, I suppose, is
what moved me, though it invokes a certain
sadness, too, over the strangers who passed
through and the stories I'll never learn. But it's
nice that the allowance of winter is more time
spent in the dark, hopefully sleeping, but also
reflecting on the time that has passed before
saying the old invocations of a new year. 

Of those weeks and months gone, I strongly
remember sitting down in Tricklock
Company's small theater for two pieces,
performed seasons apart—Hands Up: 7
Playwrights, 7 Testaments and Revolt. She Said.
Revolt Again. Each of these felt so important
and so timely, that their performances felt like
more of a public service than a piece of
theater, but perhaps that is one of the highest
functions of art—to offer education at
important moments. Following up these
performances at Tricklock was a more escapist
outing—that's necessary, too—at Vortex
Theatre in the shape of She Kills Monsters.
This piece brought us poignantly into the
world of Dungeons & Dragons, using humor
and fantasy to move forward the search for a
loved one. There was a lot of great theater in
Albuquerque this year, at a dozen venues,

brought to bear by so much local talent. 
In-between weekend theater performances,

I made it to the UNM Museum of Art several
times for knock-out, nationally performing
shows like Frida Kahlo: Her Photos and Long
Environmentalism in the Near North. The
exhibition of photos from Frida Kahlo and
Diego Rivera's personal collection—a
traveling show whose origins, of course, are at
Casa Azul in Mexico City—was extremely
well trafficked, and rightfully so. The gallery
was painted in that brilliant shade of blue that
visitors to Kahlo's home no doubt remember,
and the carefully curated glimpse into the life
of an artist turned cultural icon proved
fascinating. To similar effect, Subhankhar
Banerjee (who you may have heard recently
on Democracy Now!) displayed a collection of
work that included essays and photographs
that illustrate the realities of climate change
and the importance of environmentalism, as it
can so powerfully be observed in the north,
where the changes of the world are so readily
discernible. 

Downtown, interior wonders surfaced in
installation work at Sanitary Tortilla Factory
during local sculptor Steve Barry's exhibition,

Wave. Here, Barry used repetitive
imagery and modern machinery to
bring us closer to ourselves—
sometimes literally, sometimes
figuratively. Heading south from
Sanitary Tortilla to GRAFT in
Barelas, another group show had the
power to simultaneously put us
squarely in our bodies and take us
out of them—Near Death
Experience. Culturally, it seems that
we shy away from discussion of
death, but for a month-long run,
death was at the forefront in this
group show curated by the GRAFT
Collective and Adri De La Cruz.
Cozy coffins, performance art,
paintings on the floor, audio pieces
and more all vitally led visitors to
the important admittance: We're all
going to die, and acknowledging
that can be serious, funny, thought-
and conversation-provoking. 

There are always too many
things to do on the weekends in
Albuquerque—but precious
weekend hours were well spent at
ABQ Zine Fest Seven, perhaps the
most expansive zine fest to-date.
Founder and organizer Marya Errin
Jones along with organizer Liza Bley
coordinated dozens of zinesters
tabling their wares and facilitating
workshops. Visitors included Tomas
Moniz and Ariel Gore. I picked up
Gore's latest at the fest, We Were
Witches, which wound up also being
one of the best books I read over

the course of 2017. There was also the opening
of Red Planet Books & Comics, New Mexico's
only shop prioritizing Native voices and those
of People of Color, which hosted dozens of
events throughout the year and made
Albuquerque's Downtown corridor all the
cooler. 

A whole different experience was had at
the 2017 Festival Flamenco hosted by the
National Institute of Flamenco. Over the
course of 10 days, we were treated to world-
class performances by a host of masters from
afar, as well as workshops, classes and other
experiences that are unheard of in other cities.
A standout came in the shape of Compañía
Jesús Carmona's Impetu—a powerhouse of a
performance that made flamenco resonate as
contemporary and singularly alive. 

Looking to another year—measured in 52
weeks, which never feels like much when
you're living them—we can expect no less
than those weeks to be full of events,
performances, art openings and readings.
They'll go by fast, but in the meantime, taking
in all the art that Albuquerque has to offer
gives the year texture, making space for
contemplation, excitement, and thought.  a

Steve Barry, Aesculapius
COURTESY OF STEVE BARRY AND SANITARY TORTILLA FACTORY
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Raven Art Center hosts workshops that

focus efforts in the new year

with what you want and give it solidity
through process to make it happen. 

What is going to happen at the art
intention workshop?
… First, we will first do a stream of
consciousness writing exercise with a few
prompts. Then I will pull an oracle card and
do a mini-reading for each participant; this
will help solidify the direction for each person
for the class. Next, the participants will be

guided through [a] visualization process.
Attendees will have access to art

supplies as well as paper and pen.
After the visualization,
participants will be guided
through the intuitive art
process (those who wish to
journal are welcome too). We

will repeat steps two to four one
more time; I will pull an oracle

card, do a reading on the new card
and then the interpretation of the two

cards together, take [guests] through the
visualization process then lead them to the
intuitive/process art. Based on the card
readings, their visualization and what comes
out in the process art portion of the class, we
will then go through the action step process.
Each participant will describe their goal and
will be guided to chunk it down into doable
action steps to keep them motivated and find
their success. At the end of the class,
participants will have the opportunity to share
their insights and action plan. 

What do you hope visitors will get out of
it?
I hope that the participants will receive clarity
about clear action steps to help them achieve
their goals. I hope to assist each participant in
pushing through any barriers, including the
ones in [their] mind so that they can
accomplish this. I also hope to leave each
participant with a sense of can-do and [they
can take] the process we used in class towards
any goal for life and for art. 

What will the new year bring for Raven Art
Center?
This new year, Raven Art Center is looking
forward to hosting a variety of art and wellness
classes. We will focus on enhancing the
awareness and importance of art by offering
articles through our website and newsletter as
well as a free video series. [Also] this new year,
Raven Art Center is going to branch out, we
will be traveling … going to schools,
community centers, businesses and retirement
facilities to expand the awareness of art and it’s
therapeutic properties. a

BY MAGGIE GRIMASON

Earlier this year, after teaching art classes for
more than a decade and courses like
“movement, meditation and expressive

arts” at UNM's Center for Life, Nicole White
decided to centralize her expertise in a single
location, now called Raven Art Center (301
Washington SE). After connecting with a
community of women also interested in
teaching the arts, and emphasizing the
relationship between art making and mental
health, the center got a firm grounding.
White and other instructors will hold
several classes to welcome the new
year, and enunciate how to meet
it successfully. A New Year’s Art
Intention workshop will be held
on Dec. 30, from 11am to 2pm,
and will be followed on Dec. 31
with a Year in Review Oracle
Cards and Intuitive Process Art
and Journaling workshop from 2 to
5pm. (For registration and further
information, visit ravenartcenter.com.) White
explained her relationship with intention-
setting and how this speaks to art and life. 

Alibi: How do you see intention setting
working in the lives of other artists you
know?
Many artists or people [with] their craft find
that they “don’t have enough time,” and I
believe that setting the intention to work on
one’s craft everyday, even if it’s just five
minutes, will create a new ritual or habit that
can eliminate blocks and help someone move
towards their artistic or life goals however
works for them. Setting an intention is the
light bulb of focus.

What is the power of identifying goals at
the turn of the new year in your eyes?
Identifying what someone really wants, or
their goal creates a focus and intention,
putting it to work is the real way to make this
happen. It’s one thing to make a list of all the
things you want to accomplish, next it’s time
to take that further. It’s time to flesh out the
list into action steps. Having a daily, weekly,
monthly goal to get one to where they want to
go. Writing down a goal is a good first step, but
without taking it further, it may just remain a
list that gets lost somewhere. It’s time to flesh
out the list, create a mind map or vision board.
Making notes, hints and reminders around
your environment and on your calendar keeps
the goal in mind on the daily. I personally love
a physical calendar to assist with this. Just
writing a goal in a notebook and not looking
at it again until a week, month, year or years
later just keeps that dream trapped, the way
through is to make it a project, to spend time
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THURSDAY DEC 28
ART
NEW MEXICO HUMANITIES COUNCIL Querencia: Rituals of the
Río Arriba. Award-winning documentary filmmaker and fine-art
photographer Miguel Gandert shows his work highlighting his
mestizaje heritage, and the fusion and tension of the relationship
between Spanish Colonial and Native Cultures of the
Americas. Runs through 12/29. 4115 Silver Ave SE. 9am-4pm.
ALL-AGES! 733-7371. alibi.com/v/59dl.

SANITARY TORTILLA FACTORY Pre-existing Conditions.
Collaborative pieces made from the trash of various illegal dump
sites around Albuquerque from artists Cecilia McKinnon and
Lance McGoldrick. Runs through 1/19. 401 2nd St SW.
Noon-5pm. 228-3749. alibi.com/v/5emi.

ZENDO ARTESPRESSO The Land Beyond. Runs through 12/28.
413 Second Street SW. 7am. ALL-AGES! 926-1636.
alibi.com/v/5dma.

LEARN
SPECIAL COLLECTIONS LIBRARY Printing Press Demonstration.
Bill Farmer demonstrates an antique printing press processes.
423 Central Ave NE. 5:30-6:30pm. ALL-AGES! 848-1376.
alibi.com/v/5csc. See Event Horizon.

FILM
JUAN TABO LIBRARY Guardians of the Galaxy Vol. 2. Peter Quill
and his fellow Guardians are hired by a powerful alien race, the
Sovereign, to protect their precious batteries from invaders. Rated
PG-13. Noon-2pm. alibi.com/v/5ezp.

KIMO THEATRE Harry Potter and the Prisoner of Azkaban (2004).
During Harry’s third year at Hogwarts he deals with a new Defense
Against the Dark Arts teacher as well as the convicted murderer
Sirius Black escaping the wizards’ prison. 1-3:30pm.
alibi.com/v/5eiz. Also, Harry Potter and the Goblet of Fire (2005).
Harry finds himself selected as an underaged competitor in a
dangerous multi-wizardary school competition. 423 Central Ave
NW. 5-7:30pm. 768-3544. alibi.com/v/5ej0.

FRIDAY DEC 29
ART
NEW MEXICO HUMANITIES COUNCIL Querencia: Rituals of the
Río Arriba. 4115 Silver Ave SE. 9am-4pm. ALL-AGES! See 12/28
listing.

REMARQUE: NEW GROUNDS PRINT WORKSHOP Fifth Annual
International Print Exhibition. Stunning varierty of prints from
around the world. Runs through 1/27. 3812 Central SE.
10am-6pm. ALL-AGES! 268-8952. alibi.com/v/5d4y.

SANITARY TORTILLA FACTORY Pre-existing Conditions. 401 2nd
St SW. Noon-5pm. See 12/28 listing.

STAGE
DRAFTY KILT BREWING COMPANY Finally Friday’s Comedy Fight
Club. Four comedians compete to see who is the champion.
4814 Hardware Dr NE. $5. 8-11pm. 21+. 331-9032.
alibi.com/v/5f2q.

RIO BRAVO BREWING COMPANY Friday Night Fools.
Performances from the best local and touring comedians. 1912
Second Street NW. $5. 9pm. 21+. 900-3909. alibi.com/v/5bmd.

SONG & DANCE
HILAND DANCE STUDIO Latin Dance Social. Mingle with locals
while salsa dancing. 130 Jackson NE. $7. 9:30pm-1am. 13+.
268-1558. alibi.com/v/4qlr.

FILM
KIMO THEATRE Harry Potter and the Order of the Phoenix (2007).
With their warning about Lord Voldemort’s return scoffed at, Harry
and Dumbledore are targeted by the wizard authorities while an
authoritarian bureaucrat slowly seizes power at Hogwarts.
1-3:15pm. alibi.com/v/5ejs. Also, Harry Potter and the Half-
Blood Prince (2009). During his sixth year at Hogwarts, Harry
discovers an old book marked mysteriously as “Property of the
Half-Blood Prince,” and then begins to learn more about Lord
Voldemort’s dark past. 423 Central Ave NW. 5-7:30pm. 768-3544.
alibi.com/v/5ejt.

SATURDAY DEC 30
ART
REMARQUE: NEW GROUNDS PRINT WORKSHOP Fifth Annual
International Print Exhibition. 3812 Central SE. 10am-6pm.
ALL-AGES! See 12/29 listing.
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STAGE
SHERATON UPTOWN HOTEL Foul Play Cafe: Murder on the Trail.
Murder mystery dinner theatre set in the Old West of N.M. 2600
Louisiana Blvd NE. $30-$53. 7pm. 881-0000. alibi.com/v/5e57.

SONG & DANCE
ALBUQUERQUE SQUARE DANCE CENTER Dance Event. Dance
to the tunes of Swag. 4915 Hawkins St NE. $15. 6-10pm. 18+.
681-4380. alibi.com/v/5ei0.

FILM
KIMO THEATRE Harry Potter & the Deathly Hallows: Part One
(2010). As Harry races against time and evil to destroy horcruxes,
he uncovers the existence of three most powerful objects in the
wizarding world. 1-3:30pm. alibi.com/v/5eks. Also, Harry Potter
& the Deathly Hallows: Part Two (2011). Harry, Ron and Hermione
search for Voldemort’s remaining Horcruxes in their effort to
destroy the Dark Lord. 423 Central Ave NW. 5-7:15pm. 768-3544.
alibi.com/v/5ekv.

SUNDAY DEC 31
STAGE
BOX PERFORMANCE SPACE AND IMPROV THEATRE The Show:
New Year’s Eve. Improv games and some brand-spanking-new
sketches. 100 Gold SW. 10:30-11:45pm. 404-1578.
alibi.com/v/5eve.

SONG & DANCE
I-25 STUDIOS Dragons Blacklight New Years Eve Party. Ring in
the new year with artist PULP and Adam Fierro and Miss Duke
City DJ Baldonado. 9201 Pan American Fwy NE. $15-$25. 7pm.
18+. 450-6421. alibi.com/v/5f1r.

NATIONAL HISPANIC CULTURAL CENTER New Year’s Eve with
Opera Southwest. Maestro Anthony Barrese leads the Opera
Southwest Chamber Orchestra and select members of
the Albuquerque Youth Symphony. 1701 Fourth Street SW.
$15-$110. 7:30-9:30pm. 243-0591. alibi.com/v/5f07.

WEDNESDAY JAN 3
SONG & DANCE
FIRST UNITED METHODIST CHURCH Tranquility and Triumph.
Barbara Kavanaugh and Kristin Ditlow perform works by
Schumann, Shostakovich, Granados and Rachmaninoff. 314
Lead Ave SW. Noon-1pm. 239-4421. alibi.com/v/5edj.

ONGOING
ART
516 ARTS In the Balance. A large-scale installation by Karl
Hofmann. Runs through 1/13. Thu-Sat, Tue-Wed. 516 Central
Ave SW. Noon-5pm. ALL-AGES! 242-1445. alibi.com/v/5ciu.

AFRICAN AMERICAN PERFORMING ARTS CENTER, Expo NM
The Music and the Muse. Art by Reginald Gammon addressing
the civil rights struggles of the ’60s, the dignity of unsung
heroes, jazz and blues musicians. Runs through 12/30. Thu-Sat.
310 San Pedro Dr NE. 10am-5pm. ALL-AGES! 222-9756.
alibi.com/v/5b9x.

ALBUQUERQUE OPEN SPACE VISITOR CENTER A Celebration
of Cranes. Caryl McHarney creates watercolors, etchings and
serigraphs of cranes to share her observations and interpretations
of this majestic creature. Thu-Sun. 9am-5pm. alibi.com/v/5dhs.
Also, Winter Small Works Gallery Exhibit. 6500 Coors Blvd NW.
2-4pm. 897-8831. alibi.com/v/5e0y.

GALLERY ABQ The Gallery ABQ Holiday Show. Browse the works
of Judi Foster, Karen Hepburn, Eve Munson and J.A. Fitzgerald.
Runs through 12/30. Thu-Sat. 8210 Menaul NE. 10am-5pm.
ALL-AGES! 292-9333. alibi.com/v/5d6z.

GHOSTWOLF GALLERY Holiday Hullabaloo. Browse new works,
small works and groovy gifts. Runs through 1/4. 2043 South
Plaza NW. 11am-6pm. 18+. 246-9653. alibi.com/v/5ci4.

INDIAN PUEBLO CULTURAL CENTER 38th Annual Native
American Student Art Show. Local students showcase their best
work under the theme of storytelling. 9am-5pm. ALL-AGES!
alibi.com/v/5a93. 

NATIONAL HISPANIC CULTURAL CENTER The Art of Christmas:
New Mexico Style. Approximately 430 handmade ornaments
from over 125 New Mexican artists, collected by the Duran family.
Runs through 1/7. Thu-Sun, Tue-Wed. 1701 Fourth Street SW.
10am-5pm. ALL-AGES! 246-2261. alibi.com/v/5d7v.

NEW MEXICO ART LEAGUE Small Works Holiday Art Exhibit. All
subject matter and media, all in a nice small package. Runs
through 1/6. Thu-Sat, Tue-Wed. 3409 Juan Tabo Blvd NE.
10am-4pm. ALL-AGES! 293-5034. alibi.com/v/5dyq.

OUTPOST PERFORMANCE SPACE It Sounds So Simple.
Photographic works of students from La Cueva High School. Runs
through 1/27. Thu-Fri, Mon-Wed. 210 Yale Blvd SE. 2-5:30pm.
268-0044. alibi.com/v/5drh.

ARTS & LIT
CALENDAR

Compiled by Megan Reneau, Zabrina Chavez and Ashli Mayo. Submit your events at alibi.com/events.

New Year’s Eve at 
Hotel Albuquerque

QBAR
Celebrate 2018 with DJ Sez 

Champagne toast at midnight
Doors open at 9 p.m. | $40 per person

CASA ESENCIA
New Year’s Eve with  

DJ Justin Credible & DJ Flo Fader
Champagne toast at midnight

Doors open at 9 p.m. | $50 per person

TABLAO FLAMENCO  
ALBUQUERQUE 

Includes performance, tapas & drinks
Performance at 6 p.m. | $90 single, $150 couple

ROOM PACKAGES AVAILABLE  
with tickets & breakfast

Hotel Albuquerque at Old Town
800 Rio Grande Blvd. NW

Call 505-843-6300 or visit HotelAbq.com/NYE
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BY ROBIN BABB

It’s customary to spend this final issue of the
year recapping the highlights of one’s section
over the year, which my colleagues have done

a great job of here. Well, I have the
disadvantage of not being Food Editor this
whole year—I’ve only been at this position since
September—but I have been eating and drinking
things all year, thank goodness, and I’ve
certainly had preferences among those things.
With that in mind, I present to you a few of the
best things I ate and drank this year, presented
in no order, and based solely on my biased and
naïve palate. 

There are many other things I couldn’t fit
complete descriptions of here, so I will give brief
shout-outs to them instead: the last tomatoes of
the season from Red Tractor Farm, the chile
chévre from Camino de Paz School and Farm,
the golden beet pasta from Ñocco Pasta, the
lavender honey latte at The Brew and the old-
fashioned whiskey sour that a kind bartender at
Canvas Artistry made for me one cold night at
the start of the year when I was on my own and
feeling blue. I’m endlessly grateful to the people
who have grown, delivered, prepared and
provided my food and drink this year; to those
people I wish a bountiful harvest in the spring
and plenty of generous tips. Thank you for doing
what you do.

I hope that you eat and drink well this
holiday season, spend time with the people you
love and start off your 2018 with ambitions to
make your world a little more extraordinary.

�$+%%-��+&+$'’�%!-�('#+*),!
An Old Fashioned is like a bicycle: a simple

and elegant invention that’s best when nobody
tries to tamper with or “improve” it with
extraneous bits. The bartenders at Still Spirits
know this—you’ll find no pumpkin spice bitters
or bits of tropical fruit floating around in their
OF. They start with a very good spirit (Santa Fe
Spirits’ Colkegan single malt whiskey) and use
brandied cherries in place of the more standard
maraschino, both of which give the drink an
earthy, dark taste. They also serve it over those
giant squares of ice, which, gosh, I am just a
sucker for. Head over to the little Still Spirits bar
(120 Marble Ave. NW) and ask them to mix
you up a drink tonight.

�%"#,��-�*)�,"$+*)'-�*�
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Listen, brownies aren’t even on the top of my
list of favorite sweets. They tend to be a little
overly rich and a little one-note (the one note
being chocolate) for my tastes. But Alchemy
Confections Co. doesn’t craft any baked good
without tweaking it into high brow territory.

Their brownies are made with Manjari 64%
dark chocolate bits inside and Kona coffee
mixed into the batter, giving a subtle bitterness
to the normally super-sweet treat. This is topped
off with a chocolate glaze and dried Pakistani
roses, which lightens up the flavor with a floral
note. While I don’t know if I could ever actually
finish one of those things on my own (they’re
still decadent and heavy), I could easily be
convinced to try. Pick up some of these
heavenly brownies at Spur Line Supply Co. (800
20th Street NW) or by ordering them online at
alchemyconfectionsco.com.

� &� ,-�(�,#* ',-!()+'#,'
I’m narrowing this down to Burque

Bakehouse’s pastries, even though, in reality, I’d
feel comfortable recommending everything they
make. This from-scratch, small batch bakery
makes mostly quick-rising breads like muffins,
cookies and croissants from largely local and
organic ingredients—even their flour comes
from Sangre de Cristo, a wheat growing
cooperative near Taos. Their danishes come in
unique and mouth-watering flavors like roasted
plum with pistachio and lemon ricotta with
artichoke heart, and all are based on BB’s
buttery, flaky croissant recipe. Sit down with one
of these beauties and a cup of good coffee, and
you’ll feel like you must have done something
really, really good to deserve such a reward.
Since the market season is over, the best way to
enjoy BB danishes is by visiting a few select
sellers in town: Michael Thomas Coffee, Zendo
Art & Coffee and Slate Street Cafe at the
Albuquerque Museum. You can also check out
their menu at burquebakehouse.com and place
your order by phone at 234-6294 a week in
advance.

��*&,-�,(�*%+$()-�+��,&+(’'
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Similarly to Burque Bakehouse, you really
can’t go wrong with anything on the menu at
Amore. They use quality ingredients in all their
pies and they cook them the traditional Italian
way—on a stone in a wood burning oven, for
only about a minute each. That said, the il
Verde is my favorite at Amore. It comes with a
pistachio-walnut pesto in place of the tomato
sauce, roasted portobello and crimini
mushrooms, and house-made mozzarella on top.
Oh, and a generous drizzle of extra virgin olive
oil that melds all the flavors together in a fatty,
fruity magic. Not exactly a traditional recipe,
sure—but sweet Jesus, I don’t care. I’m gonna go
order one right now.

� ��%,-�*��,,’'-"*"*) $
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I used to say that I hated all iced coffee, and I
really used to believe it. Then one fateful
morning this summer I was heading out to a
hike in the mountains with a friend and we
stopped at the original Humble Coffee (4200
Lomas Blvd. NE, Ste. C) for a caffeine fix. My
wise friend ordered this, her standard drink—
Humble cold brew mixed with lots of coconut
cream. Always willing to experiment and give
second chances, I ordered the same. I was
shocked at how good it was—my whole vision
of iced coffee was turned upside down. The
Humble cold brew is surprisingly mellow
without being flavorless, and any acidic notes it
has are smoothed over by the buttery blanket of
coconut cream on top of it. While this may not
be the drink I gravitate towards in the colder
months, you’d better believe that it’ll be my go-
to once spring is upon us again. a
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Robin Babb lists her five favorite consumables of the year

WEEKLY SPECIALS
BY ROBIN BABB

Have you made your New Year’s Eve plans
yet? If not, don’t fret—there are plenty of
places where you can ring in the new year

with a tasty meal and a glass of bubbly. That
said, they all require reservations, so make that
call today. Here’s some of the places that will be
open and serving a special NYE dinner on the big
night.

M’tucci’s Moderno Italian
Restaurant

M’tucci’s Moderno Italian Restaurant (1908
Wellspring Ave. SE) is having a free NYE party
starting at 9pm with live music by Leah Leyba, a
set from DJ Demonic, giveaways from local
vendors, and late night food and drink specials. If
you want to start the evening off early with
dinner at Moderno, call 891-2432 to make your
reservation. Stick around for the stroke of
midnight for a special New Year’s champagne
toast.

Pueblo Harvest Café
Of course, there are other New Year’s Eve

dinners to be had in the Duke City. Pueblo
Harvest Café at the Indian Pueblo Cultural
Center (2401 12th Street NW) will be hosting
their own special event from 5pm to 1am (dinner
service ends at 10pm), with a special prix-fixe
four-course dinner with optional wine pairings.
The four entrées to choose from are beef
Wellington, manoomin (wild rice) and salmon,
roasted chicken and Pueblo’s award-winning
squash casserole. Dinner is $50 per person, and
wine pairings are an additional $15 per person.
Call 724-3510 to make reservations.

St. Clair Winery and Bistro
St. Clair Winery and Bistro (901 Rio Grande

Blvd. NW) will also be serving a four-course
dinner on New Year’s Eve, from 4 to 10pm. Some
of the indulgent menu options on offer are crab
cakes with lobster sauce and lemon basil aioli,
lacquered chicken with sweet potato puree and
roasted heirloom baby carrots, and ancho chile
chocolate brownie served with caramel and
berry sauce, topped with sea salt. Go ahead,
indulge one last time before you start that new
diet on Jan. 1. Dinner is $50 per person with
drinks not included (except for a champagne
toast). Call 243-9916 to make your
reservations.

Slate Street Cafe 
For its fourth year in a row, Slate Street Cafe

will be offering a New Year’s Eve dinner, starting
at 7pm. The dinner includes five courses paired
with five wines and costs $79 per person. This
special dinner is almost sold out, so call 243-
2210 to make your reservations now. There will
also be regular menu service downstairs (which
you should make reservations for as well). a

ERIC WILLIAMS PHOTOGRAPHY
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BY HOSHO MCCREESH

Easier than burning effigies of reviled
politicians (despite this being a banner year
for it), and more filling than eating 12

grapes at the stroke of midnight, I propose
something more rewarding than New Year’s
resolutions we’ll never keep: eating out! But
not just anywhere. I propose finding a place
that’s new to you, trying a cuisine that’s
unique, and flavors you otherwise wouldn’t
encounter. Eating different cuisines pushes us
as people, often surprising us with familiar
similarities rather than differences. Truth be
told, simply breaking bread has probably done
more to bridge cultural divides (both real and
perceived) than most half-assed attempts at
official diplomacy the world over. Jambo Café
is excellent in this regard—and pretty damn
good all the way around.

Built around a combination of Caribbean
and African cuisines and obviously influenced
by the French, their airy space in the
Northeast Heights is decked out with gorgeous
masks, tapestries, carved wooden animals and
traditional drums (if you’re lucky, Chef Ahmed
Obo may even tap out a few quick beats
between meals). Reservations are
recommended no matter the time of day—if
not completely necessary, it certainly avoids
any need for waiting to be seated. 

There’s a beer and wine list, and the big
tastes to come certainly work well with a cold
brew or a snift, but if you’re looking for a
change-up, the mango ginger lemonade
($3.95) is a bright, citrus sip that the tingle of
fresh ginger balanced against perfectly. It’s
infinitely better than a soda, and each taste
gets it’s own moment to shine. And while not
an especially sophisticated pairing, I went with
the harissa-dusted crab cakes ($10.95) which
was pricey for an appetizer but didn’t
disappoint. The slight heat of harissa in the
crisp-fried crust kept the mild crab moist, and
the roasted bell pepper and basil sauce was
luscious—fine for all but the most timid
diners. So tame, in fact, that I ramped up my
last couple bites with the Hell Hot pepper
sauce sitting on the table … and if you aren’t
afraid of some bite, I recommend using it from
the jump. 

For dinner, the East African coconut lentil
stew and roasted butternut squash ($10.95) was
a giant plate, full of earthy, tender lentils,
punctuated with bits of herbs, the deep-steeped
umami of the sauce, made creamy by the
coconut milk, with the slightest sweet from the
coconut and the sugar in the carrots. No matter
what dish you order, take it with the roti. Or
just order roti! It’s a big tortilla-like hunk of
goodness, similar to Indian naan only thinner,
and I think they could do a great selection of
roti sandwiches were they so inclined. 

The combination plate ($14.95) will get
you some of both the chicken coconut curry
and Caribbean goat stew. The chicken

coconut curry was mild, heartwarming curry,
the slight acid of stewed tomatoes all
smoothed out by the coconut milk and served
over some basmati rice. The goat in the
Caribbean stew was a subtle yet sturdy bite
with the tiniest bit of smoke. The meat pulled
easily off the bone in rich strands (similar to
corned beef) and I was surprised by how tame
and controlled the flavor was. The rich, savory
sauce—while terrific with the rice—was truly
made to be sopped up by the roti. They throw
in a smaller portion of lentils making a
generous platter that is sure to provide enough
for two if not three leftover meals, especially if
you take some roti to go (I wish I had!).

A more familiar offering, the Kenyan style
beef kabobs ($15.95) still deliver some new
and inventive tastes. The grassy, herb-
marinated chunks of New Mexico beef mix
nicely with a smoky-spiced sauce—though,
again, those who love heat should add the
Hell Hot to really jazz it up. The onion
pomegranate chutney atop is a delightful
addition, all served on a bed of greens along
with some herb garlic saffron pan-roasted
potatoes and terrific haricot verts (green beans
to you and me). 

It’s always a great sign when, by meal’s
end, you don’t feel like you’ve even scratched
the surface of the menu and are already
looking forward to going back. So if you’re
looking for a place to toss caution to the wind
and try something brand new, Jambo Café
uses locally raised and free range meats that
are hormone and antibiotic free, and most
platters are gluten free. And if it’s intrigue
and adventure that brings you in, it’ll be their
refined menu that brings you back—turning
gamble into tradition. a
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Jambo Café is a delicious new culinary opportunity

Jambo Café
1105 Juan Tabo Blvd. + a Santa Fe location

505-294-3459
www.jambocafeabq.com

Mon-Sat 11am-9pm
Alibi Recommends: Kenyan style beef kabobs and

roti with whatever you get!
Vibe: An intoxicating blend of exotic and salt-of-the-

earth upscale.

Coconut chicken curry African roti
ERIC WILLIAMS PHOTOGRAPHY
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The best films of 2017

BY DEVIN D. O’LEARY
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Not everyone loved this follow-up to Ridley
Scott’s 1982 cult film. Then again, not everyone
loved Ridley Scott’s 1982 cult film. Maybe, like
the original, it will take another decade before
Blade Runner 2049 is truly appreciated. Frankly—
and speaking as a fanboy who, for real, owns a
Rick Deckard costume—it’s hard to imagine a
better team than director Denis Villaneuve
(Incendies, Sicario, Arrival) and screenwriter
Hampton Fancher (who, yup, penned the
original). There’s no arguing that the film isn’t
eye-bogglingly beautiful to behold. But its deeply
humanistic core hides under a chilly robotic
surface, and repeat viewings may be required for
some people to really warm up to it. Pay attention
to Ryan Gosling’s subtle character work as the
dutiful but painfully lonely replicant, though, and
you’ll be rewarded with a sci-fi parable that is
alternately heartbreaking, satirical, tragic,
romantic—and above all—artful.

���&��&
Epic historical dramas are a dime a dozen. Heck,
Joe Wright’s Darkest Hour, released later in the
year, covers largely the same story—albeit from
the domestic angle. It’s not the true story of the
Dunkirk evacuation that makes this World War II
drama (although it was a crazy turning point in
history all right). Instead, Christopher Nolan’s
time-dialating/time-condensing script and
meticulous direction intertwines a trio of
perspectives (soldiers on the ground, citizens at
sea and pilots in the air) to express the utter chaos
of war. The fractured timeline—conflating past
and present—keeps the tension from ever letting
up. The result is a heart-pounding drama that
finds everyday loyalty and heroism turning even
brutal defeats into hear-swelling victories.

����$��
Writer-director Jordan Peele was the first of many
fresh voices this year. He’s a familiar face (having
headlined the sketch comedy series “Key and
Peele” for five seasons). His premise liberally
borrows from The Stepford Wives, updating its
social satire for post-Obama America. But there is
something refreshingly and surprisingly vivid in

this tale of a young, African-American man who
meets his girlfriend’s upper middle-class liberal
parents for the first time and finds himself
descending into an overly polite suburban horror
show. What could have been just another all-too-
easy attack on racist conservatives is instead a
heavy think piece designed to weigh on the
consciences of “progressive” voters—plus, it’s a
damnably entertaining shocker with some serious
scares and a pitch black sense of humor. 

���%�����
Coming-of-age dramedies are something of an
indie film staple. But Greta Gerwig, graduating
from actress-writer (Hannah Takes the Stairs,
Frances Ha, Mistress America) to full-fledged
writer-director, infuses this semi-autobiographical
film with her own charming sense of humor and a
magnificent attention to detail. Mother-daughter
stories are rare in Hollywood, and the opportunity
to watch overbearing-but-loving mom Laurie
Metcalf engage in all-out combat with smart-but-
unmotivated teen daughter Saoirse Ronan is one
of this year’s greatest joys. Blisteringly funny,
painfully well-observed, this tiny look into the
joys and attendant horrors of our teenage years is
a sweet and cynical delight.

���%������)
This down-and-dirty anti-romance isn’t your
typical BBC fare. It takes its inspiration not from
Shakespeare but from Nikolai Leskov’s obscure
1865 novella Lady Macbeth of the Mtsensk District.
In 19th-century rural England we meet our semi-
titular character Katherine (fresh face Florence
Pugh in a savage debut). She’s been married off to
a cruel and uncaring coal magnate nearly twice
her age. But Katherine’s frigid traditional marriage
soon warps into a nasty, sadomasochistic game
when she takes up a lover and positively dares
anyone to cross her path. Mid 19th-century mores
and gender roles are flipped, and our heroine
teeters between righteously sympathetic and
callously over the top. Far too stark to call
Gothic, way to bleak to call romantic, Lady
Macbeth is a violent heartbreaker for those who
prefer broken hearts to happy endings.

��'��
No doubt about it, 2017 was a hell of a year for
superhero movies. If you’re going to turn to comic
books for inspiration, you might as well produce

the sort of bright, bold, highly entertaining
blockbusters we saw this year. Guardians of the
Galaxy, Vol. 2 was pure, unadulterated fun. Thor:
Ragnarok dropped a flippant bomb in the middle
of what has been an occasionally self-serious
genre. And the newly empowered Wonder Woman
proved it’s not the “juvenile” source material that
remains difficult to translate. All you need is the
right people behind the camera (and, yes, more
women making the big decisions—particularly
when it comes to female characters). Logan,
however, was a true bellwether—shooting down
just about every preconception about “comic
book” movies. Firstly, it’s successful R-rated
release proved audiences are hungry for serious,
mature stories—even if they involve
superpowered mutants. Secondly—following on
the heels of the preposterously overproduced X-
Men: Apocalypse—the film’s stripped-down,
minimalist style proved that bigger budgets and
more guest stars are not the end-all, be-all
solution to these sequels. The ninth film in Fox’s
X-Men franchise broke a hell of a lot of rules to
create a grim, expressive, brutally honest and
positively mesmerizing rumination of the burden
of exceptional gifts and the responsibility of
family.
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Maybe this tiny animated gem—produced by
Japan’s legendary Studio Ghibli, but written and
directed by Dutch filmmaker Michael Dudok de
Wit—is only here to prove that slow, silent and
contemplative isn’t a death knell for films. With
no dialogue and minimal action, the film
chronicles the tale of a sailor, shipwrecked on a
small tropical island. (Where and when, we’re not
privy.) He does what he can to survive. That’s
pretty much it. Eventually, the film does drop in a
supernatural element, relieving the man of his
crushing loneliness. But it’s so delicately handled
that it creates barely a ripple in the film’s gentle,
natural rhythm. Like the steady in-out movement
of the tide, there’s something ineffable and
hypnotic about this luminously animated film
that lingers in the eyes, the ears and the soul.

()���)�����!������
Filmmaker Guillermo del Toro loves his
monsters. And here he lets that lifelong passion
boil over, mutating the original Creature From
the Black Lagoon template into a steamy,

interspecies romance. British actress Sally
Hawkins is magnificently understated as the
Plain Jane mute woman who befriends and
eventually falls for a (mostly) gentle amphibian
man captured by government scientists in the
early ’60s. The writer-director finds multiple
layers to this beautifully assembled adult fable,
touching on everything from xenophobia in
Cold War America to the sweeping melodrama
of Hollywood’s Biblical epics.
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Crime films don’t come more morally confused
than this thorny but lovable tragicomedy from
Martin McDonagh (In Bruges). Frances
McDormand, who has already delivered several
performances of a lifetime, offers up another as
Mildred—the bitter, bruised mother seeking
closure in her daughter’s unsolved murder. The
object of her wrath (summed up in the titular
billboards) is congenial, small-town sheriff
Woody Harrelson. What McDonagh’s
corrosively funny, sympathy-flipping script does
so expertly is make us realize that everyone is
alternately right and wrong, good and bad, in
near-equal measure. The film ponders whether
people are capable of such niceties as change,
forgiveness and contrition—but it sure as hell
doesn’t offer up any easy answers.

�������	�
This beautifully animated sci-fi story was a
massive hit in its native Japan (the highest
grossing anime in history and the fourth highest
grossing film period). As expected, it made
barely a blip on America’s radar. Nonetheless,
this enjoyable, easy-to-access tale of two
teenagers—an urban boy and a rural girl—who
mysteriously switch bodies—is hard to shake
off. The Freaky Friday-esque setup gets played
for a few laughs, but the meticulous details of
the surroundings ground the film is an
unexpected layer of reality. Plus, the narrative
has a doozy of a kink in the middle of it all—
trading the Disney-esque high school rom-com
in for an apocalyptic tale of cosmic
interconnectedness. Emotional, funny, exciting
and vividly realized, this crowd-pleasing genre
film deserves a bigger audience. a

Blade Runner 2049 Three Billboards Outside Ebbing, Missouri
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New Year's Eve
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New Year's Eve for dinner or just

the live music and party favors!

We will have a Crawfish Boil that
	��
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�������	�������	������
���
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potatoes and corn cobs.
Get Down and Dirty for only $19.95 per person.

Regular menu also in effect.
No reservations required.

Joe Daddy & Hoodoo Jeff will be playing

Swamp Music & Blues

starting at 6PM on the enclosed patio.

Come party like it's 1999!

3624 Central SE, ABQ, NM

(505) 254-1544
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BY DEVIN D. O'LEARY

Weirdly enough, Hollywood had a great year
pumping out innovative, entertaining and
downright rule-breaking mainstream

blockbusters (Logan, Baby Driver, Wonder Woman,
Thor: Ragnaraok, The Last Jedi). Not that
Hollywood proper was without blame when it
comes to bad movies.

The newest obsession of movie studios—going
beyond the mere movie trilogy to create a movie
“universe”—gave us such inane fare as The
Mummy. Frankenstein would have been a better
starting point for Universal’s “Dark Universe,” since
this film resembled nothing so much as a badly
stitched-together collection of corporate boardroom
suggestions. Tom Cruise’s poorly cast role certainly
didn’t leave audiences hungry for Russell Crowe as
Dr. Jeckyll and Mr. Hyde or Angelina Jolie as the
Bride of Frankenstein or Johnny Depp as the
Invisible Man (all actually underway) or—I don’t
know—Kevin Hart as the Wolfman (just as
plausible as any of those, really). 

Of course, The Mummy wasn’t the only film
riding this year’s franchise chain to nowhere: Guy
Ritchie’s ruinously hip King Arthur: Legend of the
Sword was supposed to be the first in a proposed
six-film series. Don’t hold your breath for the next
five. After years of big talk involving multiple
movies and a concurrent TV series, we got The
Dark Tower, a chintzy looking mashup of random
ideas from Stephen King’s popular fantasy series.
Fans didn’t get what they wanted and newcomers
weren’t welcomed into the series’ complex
mythology. 

On the other hand, Transformers: The Last
Knight, the fifth film in Michael Bay’s “why won’t
it go away” series, gave viewers exactly what they
expected: robots, explosions and an
incomprehensible story. This time around, they
threw in Merlin and the Nazis to boot. Not to
worry, fans, you’ll get more of the same with
Transformers 6 (coming out in 2019) and the spin-
off Bumblebee (hitting theaters in 2018). 

The Boss Baby was honestly more confusing
than the last three independent Swedish films I
saw. The animated family film proved quite popular,
however, raking in $175 million at the box office.
It’s hard to puzzle out what audiences saw, exactly,
in this positively bizarre tale of a briefcase-toting
baby executive (Alec Baldwin) who gets sent from
Heaven, and born of mortal woman, to stop a
dastardly plot to make cute puppies more popular
than cute babies—resulting in an apocalyptic
population crash. Seriously, WTF? At least the

sequel isn’t scheduled to arrive until 2021.
While blockbuster Hollywood films were more

or less doing their jobs (with a few exceptions, of
course), independent films stumbled mightily,
delivering a surprising number of worn-out art
house clichés. I even found Luca Guadagnino’s
lavishly praised Call Me By Your Name about as
exciting as staring at wallpaper. It was awfully pretty
though, and observably well-acted—therefore, it’s
not among the worst of the year. Still, if that’s the
best indie cinema had to offer, let’s just write this
year off and pick it up again in 2018. 

Azazel Jacobs’ The Lovers followed a
passionless, entirely unsympathetic married couple
(Debra Winger, Tracy Letts) as they cheated on
their secret lovers by sleeping with one another
again. it was one of many so-called comedy-dramas
this year that forgot to include any comedy
whatsoever. The dreary Sam Elliot vehicle The
Hero, for example, was advertised as funny—but
was just another Hollywood fantasy about an
elderly asshole (Elliot as a washed-up actor) having
an affair with a hot young woman (Laura Prepon).
Speaking of which, The Comedian is the exact
same film—just sub out Robert De Niro and Leslie
Mann in the cast and make the main character a
washed-up comedian instead. Paris Can Wait, the
first feature from Francis Ford Coppola’s wife, was
the very definition of a vanity project. Diane Lane
tooled around rural France in a convertible with a
lecherous French guy (Arnaud Viand) drinking
wine and taking Instagram-worthy photographs of
sumptuous meals. This snobby, pseudo-exotic, post-
menopausal romance is exactly what you’d expect a
wealthy, film-obsessed octogenarian to produce.

Heck, even renowned art house directors turned
in some other the worst films of their careers in
2017. Song to Song, Terrence Malick’s exhaustingly
awful musical love story, only hastened his
continuing erasure from artistic relevance. Yorgos
Lanthimos’ willfully obtuse horror thingamajig The
Killing of a Sacred Deer made his intriguing earlier
films (Dogtooth, The Lobster) seem like flukes.
Darren Aronosky’s Mother! was, technically
speaking, an interesting piece of cinema. But it’s
very concept—a painfully pretentious retelling of
the entire Bible—felt like a college faculty cocktail
party joke nobody else actually understood. 

But the worst of the year had to be David
Lowery’s confrontationally boring A Ghost Story.
Watching the barely-charismatic-under-the-best-
circumstances Casey Affleck cover himself with a
white sheet and stare mutely at the walls of his
house made the film’s 92 minutes of screentime feel
like 10 hours.  a
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The worst films of 2017

A Ghost Story The Mummy
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“GLOW” (Netflix) This scripted series

based loosely on the cheesy ’80s syndicated
women’s wrestling show delivered knockout
comedy and surprising emotional weight with its
potent piledriver of exploitation and feminism.
Alison Brie (“Community”) came off the top
rope as the wannabe actress searching for her
raison d’etre and finding it, improbably, as the
Russian villain in a corny piece of sports
entertainment. 

“Legion” (FX) Everybody’s favorite
ubiquitous British boyfriend, Dan Stevens
(“Downton Abby,” Beauty and the Beast,
Marshall, The Man Who Invented Christmas)
turned in his most complex performance with
this twisty, mind-bending, borderline avant-garde
superhero series from creator Noah Hawley (FX’s
“Fargo”). Freely mixing X-Men comics, groovy
’60s design and mental illness, “Legion”
introduced us to a protagonist who is either the
most powerful mutant on Earth or a raving
lunatic. Or both.

“The Handmaid’s Tale” (Hulu) Timing is
everything, and this pitch-perfect adaptation of
Margaret Atwood’s tale of a dystopic,
misogynistic future ruled by religious
conservatives couldn’t have beeen more timely.
What was once far-fetched social science-fiction
now feels nauseatingly plausible in an America
dominated by Donald Trump, Mike Pence and
Harvey Weinstein.

“The Good Place” (NBC) It couldn’t have
been easy following up on that first, concept-
flipping season finale twist. But creator Michael
Schur (“The Office,” “Parks and Recreation,”
“Brooklyn Nine-Nine”) pulled it off seamlessly in
season 2, diving deeper into the existential
possibilities, the eternal timeframe and the
absurd humor of this metaphysical sitcom.

“Last Week Tonight” (HBO) I’m not sure

how we would have survived the first year of
Donald Trump’s presidency without the sober,
stabilizing humor of John Oliver. More than just
mocking those in power, Oliver’s show was a
weekly crash course in how corporations and
politicians stick it to ordinary citizens like us.
Need to get a grip on “big issue” topics like net
neutrality, civil forfeiture and the American
Health Care Act? Oliver and his team of writers
are the ones to break it down, forcing you to
laugh and cry at the same time. 

Also worth watching: “Master of None”
(Netflix), “Stranger Things” (Netflix), “Fargo”
(FX), “Big Little Lies” (HBO), “American Gods”
(Starz), “DuckTales” (Disney XD), “The Dark”
(Netflix), “Better Call Saul” (AMC), ”Rick &
Morty” (Cartoon Network), “Mr. Robot” (USA)

��������
“Emerald City” (NBC) sure looked pretty,

but it was virtually impossible to tell what was
going on in this painfully muddled attempt to
“modernize” The Wizard of Oz. The
dunderheaded, pie-in-the-sky cop drama “APB”
(FOX), attempted to fight crime with the help of
a kindly white billionaire and his endless supply
of high-tech gadgets but was shot down after a
month on the air. Marvel Comics has made
plenty of fine TV series (“Daredevil,” “Jessica
Jones,” “Luke Cage”)—but “Iron Fist”
(Netflix), with its annoying lead character, its
weak storyline and its seeming aversion to
anything martial arts-related, wasn’t one of them.
Neither was “Inhumans” (ABC), which looked
more like a cheap Chinese knockoff than an
officially licensed Marvel product. Finally, we’ve
got to give the lady credit for ditching Fox
News—but “Megan Kelly Today” (NBC)
proved the controversial broadcaster to be the
awkward, vapid, charmless Kelly Ripa-wannabe
most of us suspected. a
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THE WEEK IN

SLOTH
Web Cam Girls (Lifetime 6pm) Lifetime,

on the other hand, heads straight back
to frightening suburban mothers about
how their daughters will be murdered.

SUNDAY 31
“Dick Clark’s Primetime New Year’s

Rockin’ Eve With Ryan Seacrest
2018” (KOAT-7 7pm) Britney Spears,
Nick Jonas, Sugarland, Kelly Clarkson,
Fitz & The Tantrums, DJ Khaled, Florida
George Line, Hailee Steinfeld and
Imagine Dragons show up to play you
into the new year (which, hopefully, will
feature some new acts).

“FOX’s New Year’s Eve with Steve
Harvey: Live From Times Square”
(KRQED2 7pm) FOX swaps out Pitbull
for Steve Harvey. Improvement or no?
you decide! Celine Dion, Backstreet
Boys, Macklemore, Flo Rider and Neil
Diamond are among the random
bowling alley karaoke machine’s worth
of musical guests. 

MONDAY 1
“The 2018 Rose Parade Hosted by

Cord & Tish” (Amazon 6am) Amazon
livestreams the Rose parade with
longtime local TV hosts “Cord
Hosenbeck” and “Tish Cattigan”
(actually Will Ferrell and Molly
Shannon, mercilessly skewering low-
rent local TV personalities).

“UniKitty!” (Cartoon Network 7am) The
cute unicorn/kitten/princess with
anger management issues from The
LEGO Movie gets her own TV series. 

TUESDAY 2
“LA to Vegas” (KRQED2 8pm)

From the producers of “Modern
Family” comes this sitcom about
the clueless but cocky cabin crew
of a cheapy LA to Las Vegas
airline route.

“Tesla’s Death Ray: Murder
Declassified” (Discovery
8:01pm) Yup. Discovery will dig
into the history of inventor Nicolai
Tesla’s infamous “death ray.” And
then, a team of scientists are
going to build it. Hey, when it
comes to evil world rulers, we
could do worse than Discovery
Channel.

WEDNESDAY 3
“Grown-ish” (Freeform 6pm) If you

can be “black-ish,” I suppose you
can be “grown-ish.” This new
sitcom follows Zooey Johnson
(Yara Shahidi) as she heads to
college and begins a journey to
adulthood.

“9-1-1” (KRQED2 8pm) Angela
Bassett, Connie Britton and Peter
Krause are among the ensemble
cast. Ryan Murphy and Brad
Falchuck (“Nip/Tuck,” “Glee,”
“American Horror Story” are the
executive producers behind this
drama about emergency
operators and first responders.
a

THURSDAY 28
Can’t Stop, Won’t Stop: A Bad Boy

Story (KRQED-2 7pm) Apple Music
presents this documentary about
how Sean “Puff Daddy” Combs
overcame adversity and tragedy to
become a singer, songwriter, actor,
record producer and entrepreneur.
Basically, if you haven’t heard from
Diddy’s lips how awesome he is, the
documentary will spell it out for you.

FRIDAY 29
La Mante (Netflix streaming anytime)

A jailed female serial killer—known as
“The Mantis”—decides to help police
when a string of murders that copycat
her style show up decades later.
Carol Bouquet (For Your Eyes Only)
stars in this French miniseries.

SATURDAY 30
Royal New Year’s Eve (Hallmark 6pm)

Hallmark isn’t going to let a little
thing like the end of Christmas stop
the network from producing more
holiday-centric rom-coms. 
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BEST OF
BURQUE
TWO THOUSAND EIGHTEEN

alibi

Nominate your favorite businesses, 
people, places and things

January 3 through 31
at alibi.com

alibi The largest newsweekly in New Mexico.
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Type of Business
motorcycle shop

Owner
Carlos Garcia

Business Address
1220 S Renaissance Blvd NE

Business Phone
(505) 999-2555

Website
www.hondaabq.com

Hours
Tues-Sat 10-6pm

Garcia Honda Powersports

Carlos Garcia, the youngest Garcia
brother in the Gracia Honda family,
opened Garcia Honda Powersports
because he wanted a cool motorcycle
shop that would showcase his vintage
sign collection.

Sure, they're rugged and reliable, but
Honda Rec/Utility ATVs are also built to

W E E K L Y  B U S I N E S S  P R O F I L E  •  P A I D  A D V E R T I S M E N T

make your life easier, whether you're
working the back 40 or your favorite
trail, and we achieve this with some of
the most revolutionary technology in
the industry.

Like Electric Power Steering, designed
with torque and speed sensors to
reduce steering effort (and rider

“He wanted to have a store that was low-pressure,
where customers could test-ride bikes is a

comfortable environment.”

fatigue) when the going gets tough.
Independent Rear Suspension (IRS) that
allows both rear wheels to move
independently, helping you maintain
traction and control even in rough
terrain.

$1,000 off MSRP All 2017
ATVs in stock with donation

of children's coat!

And this is just for starters, as our
feature-packed machines are all built
with the same purpose in mind: to work
and play hard so you don't have to. 

Call us today for great financing
options!
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135 minutes. R. (Century Rio, AMC Albuquerque 12,
Flix Brewhouse, Icon Cinemas Albuquerque, Century
14 Downtown)

Extraordinary Ordinary People
This music-fueled documentary takes viewers on a
tour through the world of modern folk music and art.
The film focuses on the little-known National Endow-
ment for the Arts programs: the National Heritage Fel-
lowship. Awarded annually since 1982, the fellowship
has benefitted musicians, dancers, quilters, wood-
carvers and more, keeping alive the tradition of folk
art in America. 84 minutes. Unrated. (Guild Cinema)

Father Figures 
Owen Wilson and Ed Helms play twin brothers who
learn that their mother (Glenn Close) has been lying to
them their entire life and has no idea which one of her
(many) old boyfriends is their real father. Naturally, they
go on a road trip quest to figure out if J.K. Simmons,
Christopher Walken, Ving Rhames or Terry Bradshaw
(playing Terry Bradshaw) is their pop. 113 minutes. R.
(Century 14 Downtown, Century Rio, AMC Albuquerque
12, Flix Brewhouse, Icon Cinemas Albuquerque)

Ferdinand
John Cena, Kate McKinnon, Bobby Cannavale, Gina
Rodriquez and Peyton Manning provide the voices for
this CGI toon about a kindhearted, flower-sniffing bull,
who is mistaken for a dangerous beast and taken from
his idyllic home. Based on the popular 1936 picture
book by Munro Leaf and Robert Lawson. 106 minutes.
PG. (Century Rio, AMC Albuquerque 12, Flix Brew-
house, Icon Cinemas Albuquerque)

The Greatest Showman
Hugh Jackman, Michelle Williams, Zac Efron and Zen-
daya (Disney Channel fans, rejoice) star in this musi-
cal biopic about pioneering circus entrepreneur P.T.
Barnum. Oddly enough, this one's not based on a
stage musical, but features an original script by Jenny
Bicks ("Men in Trees") and Joe Condon (Chicago).
105 minutes. PG. (Century 14 Downtown, Century Rio,
AMC Albuquerque 12, Icon Cinemas Albuquerque)

Jumanji: Welcome to the Jungle
Only grown-up hipster nerds play board games now, so
this belated sequel to 1995's Jumanji finds a bunch of
teens discovering an ancient, mystical video game ver-
sion of Jumanji. Naturally, they try it out and get trans-

OPENING THIS WEEK
Bill Nye: Science Guy
Famed science guru Bill Nye is the focus of this docu-
mentary which explores the educator's quest to give
up his kids TV show and follow in his mentor Carl
Sagan's footsteps, launching a spacecraft that could
change interplanetary exploration. Unfortunately (but
dramatically) Nye soon finds himself pulled away from
the mission when he is made Enemy No. 1 by a grow-
ing wave of evolution and climate change deniers.
101 minutes. Unrated. (Opens Tuesday 1/2 at Guild
Cinema)

Die Hard
If this isn't your favorite Christmas movie, it should be.
Young Bruce Willis (circa 1988) is a cop who flies to
Los Angeles to reunite with his estranged wife for the
holidays. Unfortunately, she's inside a towering office
building that's been taken over by a calculating Ger-
man terrorist (the incredible Alan Rickman). This one
pretty much wrote the template for modern action
films and is still highly entertaining from start to finish.
131 minutes. R. (Opens Sunday 12/31 at Icon Cine-
mas Albuquerque)

Jailhouse Rock
The King, Elvis Presley, stars in this 1957 favorite
about a teenage construction worker serving time for
manslaughter who gets mentored by his musical cell-
mate and soon becomes a major pop star. Big E sings
"Treat Me Nice," "(You're So Square) Baby, I Don't
Care" and the titular foot-stomper. Double-featured
with Viva Las Vegas. 96 minutes. Unrated. (Opens
Sunday 12/31 at Guild Cinema)

Permanent
Set in 1982 in small town Virginia, this comedy cen-
ters around a hilariously awkward 13-year-old (Kira
McLean) who dreams of changing her mid-school
fame and fortune with a trendy home perm. Both aid-
ing and impeding her on this quest are her parents
(Patricia Arquette and Rainn Wilson), who are strug-
gling with their own major life changes. 93 minutes.
PG-13. (Opens Tuesday 1/2 at Guild Cinema)

Viva Las Vegas 
They don't come much more colorful than this 1964
Elvis vehicle—largely because Big E is paired with the
formitable Ann-Margret for some steamy song-and-
dance numbers. Elvis is a race car driver and Ann-
Margret is a swimming instructor. Whatever. The title
track alone is worth the price of admission. Double-
featured with Jailhouse Rock. 96 minutes. Unrated.
(Opens Sunday 12/31 at Guild Cinema)

STILL PLAYING
All the Money in the World
Director Ridley Scott tackles the true story of 16-year-
old John Paul Getty III, who was kidnapped and held
for ransom in 1973. While his parents (played here by
Michelle Williams and Mark Wahlberg) go crazy trying
to find him, his billionaire grandfather (Christopher
Plummer) refuses to cough up one red cent. And yes,
this is the film that Kevin Spacey got edited out of. His
last-second replacement, Mr. Plummer, was just nomi-
nated for a Golden Globe. Sorry, Kev. 132 minutes. R.
(Century 14 Downtown, Century Rio, AMC Albu-
querque 12, Icon Cinemas Albuquerque)

Amélie
Doe-eyed Audrey Tautou stars as the title character, a
shy Parisian waitress who decides to manipulate the
lives of those around her by performing a series of
anonymous good deeds. Director Jean-Pierre Juenet
(who gave us the visionary The City of Lost Children)
combines surreal comedy and old-fashioned romance
to give us this gigantic confection of a film. In French
with English subtitles. Reviewed in v10 i46. 122 min-
utes. R. (Guild Cinema)

Coco 
Pixar turns to Mexican culture and Day of the Dead for
this animated feature about an aspiring young musi-
cian who confronts his family's ancestral ban on
music by entering the Land of the Dead to work out
the mystery. Gael García Bernal, Benjamin Bratt, Al-
fonso Arau, Edward James Olmos and Gabriel Iglesias
are among the voice talent. PG. (Century 14 Down-
town, Century Rio, Flix Brewhouse, Icon Cinemas Albu-
querque, AMC Albuquerque 12)

Daddy's Home 2
Employing the same lazy sequel plot as A Bad Mom's
Christmas, this follow-up to the 2015 Will
Ferrell/Mark Wahlberg mild smirkfest finds wimpy
stepfather Will Ferrell and macho biological dad Mark
Wahlberg (now getting along just fine) visited by their
own intrusive dads. Farrell gets John Lithgow and
Wahlberg gets Mel Gibson. 100 minutes. PG-13. (Cen-
tury Rio)

Darkest Hour
Gary Oldman transforms himself for this historical
biopic about British Prime Minister Winston Churchill.
The film—directed by Joe Wright (Atonement, Pride &
Prejudice, Anna Karenina)—covers much the same
early World War II time period as Christopher Nolan's
Dunkirk. Despite its wartime setting, the film is really a
testament to the power of words and the ability of
great speakers (not to mention great actors) to inspire
others. 125 minutes. PG-13. (Century 14 Downtown,
Century Rio)

The Disaster Artist
James Franco directs and stars in this biographical
comedy about Tommy Wiseau, the inscrutable (and
questionably talented) writer-director behind "the Citi-
zen Kane of bad movies," 2003's ridiculous cult hit
The Room. Franco's baby bro Dave Franco co-stars as
Greg Sestero, the lousy but determined San Francisco
actor who befriends Wiseau. After a move to Los Ange-
les in search of fame and fortune proves fruitless, the
two deluded dreamers talk each other into making
their own independent film. Aside from Franco's hilari-
ously deadpan imitation of the oddball Wiseau, the
film features a surprisingly affecting depiction of the
allure that Hollywood holds and the lengths some
people will go to achieve it. Reviewed in v26 i49. 103
minutes. R. (Century Rio)

Downsizing
Alexander Payne (Election, Sideways, Nebraska, The
Descendents) steps out of his comfort zone to write
and direct this Charlie Kaufman-esque sci-fi satire
about an economically depressed near-future world in
which people (Matt Damon and Kristen Wiig, in this
case) volunteer to be shrunk down to mere inches to
increase their personal wealth. Naturally, things don't
work out for our protagonists quite the way they ex-
pected, forcing them to reevaluate their (tiny) lives.

ported inside the game itself. The joke this time around
is that they end up in the "bodies" of some stereotypi-
cal video game avatars (played by Dwayne Johnson,
Kevin Hart, Jack Black and Karen Gillan) and must use
their three allotted lives to escape. 119 minutes. PG-
13. (Century 14 Downtown, Century Rio, AMC Albu-
querque 12, Flix Brewhouse, Icon Cinemas
Albuquerque)

Justice League
Batman, Wonder Woman, The Flash, Aquaman, Cyborg
(and maybe a certain big blue Boy Scout) join forces
to fight off an apocalyptic alien invasion. It's another
incremental improvement in the DC/Warner Bros.
brand, but it's punishingly frenetic, the CGI is on over-
load and everybody looks like an overdesigned bas-
ketball shoe. (This last one is particularly annoying in
the wake of Thor: Raganrok, which embraced the hell
out of legendary artist Jack Kirby's visual style. Justice
League borrows a lot of Kirby characters and story-
lines, but none of his trademark look.) 121 minutes.
PG-13. (Century Rio, AMC Albuquerque 12, Icon Cine-
mas Albuquerque)

Molly's Game
Jessica Chastain (Zero Dark Thirty, Interstellar) stars in
this based-on-a-true-story gambling drama from
noted writer-director Aaron Sorkin ("Sports Night,"
"The West Wing," "The Newsroom"). Chastain tackles
the role of Molly Bloom, an Olympic-class skier who
runs the world's most exclusive high-stakes poker
game and becomes the target of an FBI investigation.
Idris Elba, Kevin Costner and Michael Cera costar. 140
minutes. R. (Century Rio)

Pitch Perfect 3
It feels like they made 10 of these films already, de-
spite the fact that this is only the third in the series.
Anna Kendrick, Hailee Steinfeld, Brittany Snow and
Rebel Wilson return as the now-former members of a
college a cappella chorus who reunite to go on a USO
tour (which is also a competition, because everything
has to be a singing competition these days). If you're
some insane fan of Pentatonix, "Glee" and "American
Idol," and can't get enough a cappella mashups of
Britney Spears songs, this musical comedy is aimed
squarely at you. 93 minutes. PG-13. (Century 14
Downtown, Century Rio, AMC Albuquerque 12, Flix
Brewhouse, Icon Cinemas Albuquerque)

Die Hard
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3810 Las Estancias Way SW • 544-2360
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100 Central SW • 1 (800) 326-3264 ext. 943#

CENTURY RIO
I-25 & Jefferson • 1 (800) 326-3264

COTTONWOOD STADIUM 16
Cottonwood Mall • 897-6858

FLIX BREWHOUSE
3236 La Orilla NW • 445-8500

GUILD CINEMA
3405 Central NE • 255-1848

HIGH RIDGE
12910 Indian School NE • 275-0038

ICON CINEMAS ALBUQUERQUE
13120-A Central Ave. SE • 814-7469

MOVIES 8
4591 San Mateo NE • 1 (800) Fandango, express # 1194

MOVIES WEST
9201 Coors NW • 1 (800) Fandango, express # 1247

RIO RANCHO PREMIERE CINEMA
1000 Premiere Parkway • 994-3300

SUB THEATER
UNM (Student Union Building Room 1003) • 277-5608

WINROCK STADIUM 16 IMAX & RPX
2100 Louisiana Blvd. NE • 881-2220

will Rey stick around or run off just like Luke did, look-
ing for revenge against emotionally unstable villain
Kylo Ren (Adam Driver)? This epic, unexpected outing
heads in directions few fans saw coming—leaving
some to grouse and others to rejoice. Frankly, its break
with tradition along with its mixture of sharp character
drama and outsized action makes it this a Star Wars
for the new millennium. 152 minutes. PG-13. (Century
14 Downtown, Century Rio, AMC Albuquerque 12, Flix
Brewhouse, Icon Cinemas Albuquerque)

Thor: Ragnarok
Trapped in an otherworldly gladiatorial contest, the As-
gardian God of Thunder Thor (Chris Hemsworth) teams
up with his angry pal the Hulk (Mark Ruffalo) to pre-
vent the all-powerful Goddess of Death Hela (Cate
Blanchett) from destroying the Asgardian civilization.
New Zealander Taika Waititi (What We Do in the Shad-
ows) directs this high-energy action comedy with a
breezy sense of fun. PG-13. (AMC Albuquerque 12)

Wonder
Ever wonder what the kid from Mask was like in ele-
mentary school? That's pretty much the premise of
this heartwarming drama about a fifth grader (Room's
Jacob Tremblay) with facial deformities who goes to a
mainstream elementary school for the first time and
struggles for acceptance. Fortunately, he's got a tough
and loving mom (Julia Roberts) at his side. Based on
the bestselling novel by R.J. Palacio. 113 minutes. PG.
(Century Rio)

SECOND RUN
A Bad Moms Christmas
In this sequel to the raunchy 2016 hit, overworked,
under-appreciated Mila Kunis, Katheryn Hahn and
Kristen Bell are back and being visited by their over-
bearing mothers (Susan Sarandon, Christine Baranski
and Cheryl Hines) for the holidays. R. (Movies 8)

The Foreigner
Martial arts superstar Jackie Chan does the "retired
special agent hunts down the kidnappers/killers of his
daughter" thing. This tightly budgeted thriller actually
spends more time with Pierce Brosnan as a Northern
Irish politician trying to quell sectarian violence—but
the mix of action and politics ends up working 114
minutes. R. (Movies 8)

Geostorm
Seems that, in the near future, mankind has devel-
oped a series of satellites that can control the
weather. But when the tech gets hacked (unleashing
tsunamis, tornados, hurricanes, earthquakes, you
name it), it's up to super-genius Gerard Butler to save
the Earth. 109 minutes. PG-13. (Movies 8)

Happy Death Day
A young college student (Jessica Rothe from "Mary +
Jane") spends her birthday being brutally murdered—
only to wake up that morning and repeat the whole
thing. If only she could puzzle out the identity of her
killer, she might be able to stop it from happening
over and over again. 96 minutes. PG-13. (Movies 8)

Jigsaw
It's been 10 years since inventive serial killer Jigsaw
died, and police are looking into a killer using suspi-
ciously similar Rube Goldberg-esque contraptions to
murder people. The fifth film in the Saw series. 91
minutes. R. (Movies 8)

The Man Who Invented Christmas
Dan Stevens (from "Downton Abbey," The Guest,
Beauty and the Beast, "Legion," Marshall and growing
overexposure) stars as Charles Dickens in this well-
dressed Victorian biopic about the "real life" inspira-
tions behind A Christmas Carol. 104 minutes. PG.
(Movies 8)

The Mountain Between Us
In this romantic adventure, Idris Elba and Kate Winslet
star as mismatched strangers who survive a plane
crash and must form a connection to survive an ex-
treme trek over a remote, snow-covered mountain.
103 minutes. PG-13. (Movies 8)

Only the Brave
Based on the true, tragic story of the Granite Moun-
tain Hotshots, this tough-as-nails tearjerker looks into
the lives and motivations of a group of wildfire fighters
in rural Arizona. Reviewed in v26 i42. 133 minutes.
PG-13. (Movies 8) a
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Same Kind of Different as Me
Faith-based movie company Pure Flix Entertainment
rushes out its third flick in less than a month (after A
Question of Faith and The Stray). At least they've
saved enough money to hire some credible actors (in-
cluding Renée Zellweger, Jon Voight and Djimon Houn-
sou). Here, they translate the best-selling,
based-on-a-true-story Christian novel of the same
name about a rich art dealer who befriends a home-
less man at the behest of his wife, who's dying of can-
cer. They start a ministry together. 119 minutes.
PG-13. (Movies 8)

The Shape of Water
Mexican horror auteur Guillermo del Toro (Cronos, The
Devil's Backbone, Hellboy, Pan's Labyrinth) co-writes
and directs this loving update of postwar monster
movies. Sally Hawkins (Happy-Go-Lucky) stars as a
mute cleaning woman working in a top-secret govern-
ment lab, circa 1962. There, she meets a similarly
voiceless amphibian man (played by famed man-in-a-
rubber-suit actor Doug Jones). She befriends him, tries
to free him and eventually falls in love with him. This
adult-oriented, mid-century modern fairy tale about
love and xenophobia is gorgeous, timely and filled
with humid sexuality. Reviewed in v26 i51. 123 min-
utes. R. (Century 14 Downtown, Century Rio)

The Star
A small but brave donkey convinces a bunch of wacky,
wisecracking animal pals to defy King Herod and go in
search of the Star of Bethlehem. Yup, its a CGI cartoon
retelling of the birth of Baby Jesus—from the perspec-
tive of all those animals you jam in the back of the
Christmas creche. Stephen Yuen, Kristin Chenoweth,
Tracey Morgan, Keegan-Michael Key, Oprah Winfrey,
Tyler Perry, Gabriel Iglesias and Mariah Carey are
among the eclectic voice cast. 86 minutes. PG. (Cen-
tury Rio)

Star Wars: The Last Jedi
Writer-director Rian Johnson (of cult hits Brick, The
Brothers Bloom and Looper) takes over the reins for
this follow-up to J.J. Abrams' energetic-but-hidebound
2015 film Star Wars: The Force Awakens. Now that the
setup is out of the way, "Force sensitive" young warrior
Rey (Daisy Ridley) has hunted down Luke Skywalker
(Mark Hamill) and is looking for a little training. But is
the now-cynical Jedi willing to accept a disciple? And
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BY AUGUST MARCH

It’s so hard a trick to allude to the Fab Four
with any sense of cultural urgency that most
conjurers are totally loathe to let that trick

have a go in front of a live studio audience.
The written medium is only slightly less
forgiving. But throwing in the proper amount
of gravitas seems like a damn good idea, as
this year in Albuquerque was filled with
awesome local releases. How else do you
account for such a fecund, year-long record
harvest season? You might as well blame the
Beatles, the four thousand holes every band
since then has crept into or out of, or the
critics that describe the process that keeps
rocranrol ruling the known universe.

A proliferation of smallish studios, a
burgeoning group of young, tech-savvy
musicians raised right here in Burque—who
were taught to break boundaries, to seek the
edge by local teachers—and an insouciantly
confident DIY culture at the heart of the
scene are all part of a potent formula for
making way-listenable cultural artifacts.
That said, here, in chronological order, are
some of Weekly Alibi’s favorite local records
from the year 2017.

• Before they headed out to better digs in
Califas last spring, Dillon Cullinan and Justin
Chavez of Adult Beverage recorded one of
the all-time noisiest, lo-fi, sad surf, ocean-in-
your-eye, guitars flaming-in-your-heart epics
ever heard in Dirt City, as Dillon PC. That
album is called Pleasure Club; shit gets serious
with “Wet Body Ultra” and “Sun Dress.”
Then, there’s that thing with audience
expectations too; just when listeners get used
to drifting coarsities, something comes out of
the speakers that is beautiful and smooth.
Rock on, Dillon, rock on.

• Describing the compositional, tonal,
melodic, technical and/or
ethnomusicological complexity of the
record called Darkness at Noon, which was
made by a duo known as A Hawk And a
Hacksaw (who are Jeremy Barnes and
Heather Trost from Duke City, N.M.) would
be akin to spending the next three lines of
text trying to tell you the plot to Ulysses, so
I must insist you just listen. If you aren’t

totally blown away in the first seven
minutes, then damn. If you aren’t dancing
ecstatically by the time the second track
“The Moon Under Water” comes on, then
heaven help you. Trost’s attention to
melodic development and exposition
combined with Barnes’ keen knowledge and
use of folk-forms make this a must-have
shiny musical disc.

• Fuguers Cove is one of the nom de plumes
of underground artist Justin Bendell, a dude
who really does live somewhere deep in the
Manzano Mountains where he writes, makes
music and watchs the clouds. Serio. He’s
recorded heaps of music since appearing in
this part of the material world, but his
summer album release, Colours of our Sickness,
is like totally sick in its mastery and twisted
exression of pop music and guitar rock tropes.
Track 12, “Colours of our Love,” reaches
toward exhuberant rock anthem status,
almost casually, with blistering drums leading
the way. I predict The Oh Sees are going to
make this album, but maybe not until 2019.

• Here, I’ll describe Lindy Vision: post
disco guitar-friendly electronica with serious
no-wave instrumental cred, augmented with
the angsty, confessional narrative of
disappointment and distress, vocalized
darkly as an undulating blue velvet curtain.

AURAL FIXATION
BY AUGUST MARCH

A Million Concerts
One dude to see them all
People who read send me emails wanting to know
things like did I see their band open? Those two old-
school, funkalicious hippies sounded totally groovy
when covering “Sugar Magnolia” but weren’t so
confident in execution when the kids at this or that
brewery expected a DJ with glitch and flow, yo?

I did and I’m glad you’re playing out again, by the
way.

Anyway, what I have seen of this town—from
great dark halls filled with the skinny jean and chucks
crowd to the afforementioned patouli-scented
masters of 6/8 time dwelling ubuiquitously like true
royalty at any number of powered mixers set up in a
million different brewhouses in this town by the
river—indicates we have a helluva music scene in
Burque.

But trying to figure out what show I’m going to be
at ahead of time or even encouraging me to get to a
certain gig—I’ve got some Jägermeister if that’ll
help—will always be a dicey affair. I could be
everywhere. Or nowhere at all. That sorta mystery
gives me an opportunity to really listen, so I can
truthfully report the following. File this under
August’s favorite shows, 2017.

• Having Alcest play at Sister (407 Central Ave.
NW) on Friday, Feb. 10 was certainly an arch idea. By
the end of that wintry night, the only things or beings
that weren’t hot and bothered in the joint were
Neige’s own frigidly virtuosic visions of the moon.

• Bestial Mouths, featuring the luxuriously listless
Lynette Cerezo, played at Sister on Tuesday, April 4.
They brought a sense of art-damaged, fashion-
forward doom and consequent deliberation—
interspersed with the curiously awkward danse
macabre of an audience on the verge of ecstasy—to
our little town on that otherwise quiet night.

• I talked to Exene a few days before her band X,
jammed it in the Duke City on May 1 at the El Rey
Theater. I’ve seen them before. John Doe always
buys me a beer. But this time, Kanas City next-gen
punks Skating Polly opened, thrilling with youth and
hardcore intensity; then X killed it 35 years after I
saw them on film at Don Pancho’s Art Theater as a
slouchy 16-year-old.

• I went to a show on Sunday, July 23 at the
Launchpad that was supposed to be all about the
pop-punk-emo stuff I naturally hate more than
Morrissey. It turned out to be a rocking good time,
featuring an outfit from Phoenix called Rozwell Kid
and some really badass local bands including Crime
Lab, which features the son of local rock wizard Carl
Petersen playing the guitar. This one made me feel
old and young at the same time which is okay in the
summertime when I don’t have to wear shoes.

• This one may create some controversy, but what
the hell. After spending the summer checking out the
local hip-hop scene, I must say that Summon is still
the most interesting and musically/poetically
engaging of the local rappers. His performance at
Leo’s Night Club on Friday, Oct. 27 frightened the hell
out of me as it crushed and crushed again; but that’s
just fine, because now I’m more focused than ever.

• Last night, Thursday, Dec. 21, by my accounting
(remember it’s up to a week later for you, dear
readers) Sundog, Chicharra and ICUMDRUMS played
a gig at Sister. I missed it because that’s my time to
write stuff like this. I’m sure it was the best concert
ever because those are currently the town’s top three
rock music ensembles, okay? Anyway, my agents tell
me it was a magical, heart-pounding, low-register
evening to remember. a

Then they get the Casio out … Jute is finely
crafted and the knowing nods to rich ’70s
production standards by the folks at Sonic
Ranch, as well as cryptic and tantalizing
titles like “Pills” and “Trying” add to the
allure of listening to what, in many ways, is
essentially an album of the blues filtered
through the age of the mutli-colored, manic,
molecular dance floor.

• The best thing about Castle, the new work
by Kris Kerby disguised as ICUMDRUMS,
is that lurking beneath a wide-berthed
symbolism of frantic, inescapable darkness, it
is actually a joyful work, full of life and
daring in its approach to musicality, tension
and the release induced by the pounding
rhythm of the universe—which Kerby
obviously hears all the live long day, as
evidenced by gems like the title track.
Elsewhere on the record—in a world
listeners can drop into and out as if hanging
around the banks of the Styx for a quick dip
in the cold dark water—Kerby rages (“Pig”)
and grooves (“Color”) and sometimes just
seems to float above all the noise, towering,
as it were.

• I tried all sorts of ways to imagine how an
insect called the cicada can be used to
analogize a local band who’s output more
rightly resembles a flight of fiery, lower-
register dragons. But I only came up with the
perpetual resonance of being, dripping away,
one measure at a time—conceits that may
not have been possible had I not listened to
tracks like “Adobe” and “Burn It All Up,”
from one of the most troubling yet tender
audio creations made this year, a work made
by Chicharra. It’s intensely concentrated
and executed with an almost intuitive sense
of cloudy order and rock solid disorder. Let’s
Paint Town In Craters, indeed. a
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THURSDAY DEC 28
BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB TAPROOM Austin Van • country •
6:30pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

CANTEEN BREWHOUSE Beloved • indie, Americana • 6pm • FREE

DIRTY BOURBON Rebel Heart • country, variety • 9pm • $5 • 21+

LAUNCHPAD Thursday Night Girl Fight • NiteKidz • punk • Glitter
Vomit! • Sacra Sindone • Goddex • 9pm

M’TUCCI’S MODERNO ITALIAN RESTAURANT Stanlie Kee • blues •
7pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

NICK & JIMMY’S Sina Soul Queen • jazz, R&B, soul, broadway,
contemporary, pop • 5:30pm • ALL-AGES!

POSH NIGHTCLUB DJ Ohm • hip-hop, EDM, hardstyle • 10pm •
21+

SANDIAGO’S GRILL AT THE TRAM Hatrick • classical guitar • 6pm

SISTER Throwback Thursday • Emo Night • Aaron Bliss • Elejota •
9pm • $5 • 21+

TRACTOR BREWING FOUR HILLS Lego Night • 7pm

TRACTOR BREWING WELLS PARK Danny Harps Band • Americana,
folk, country, bluegrass • 8pm • FREE • 21+

ZINC WINE BAR & BISTRO Silver String Band • Americana, blue-
grass, folk • 8:30pm • FREE • 21+

FRIDAY DEC 29
THE BARLEY ROOM SWAG • blues, rock, Motown • 8:30pm • FREE •
ALL-AGES!

BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB TAPROOM Spiral Pilots •
variety • 8:30pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

DIRTY BOURBON Rebel Heart • country, variety • 9pm • $5 • 21+

LAUNCHPAD First Annual Homeless and Active Military Benefit
Show • Red Light Cameras • indie rock • Reviva • reggae, rock •
Moonshine Blind • rock, country • Concepto Tambor • Afro-Latin,
Latin, world • 9pm

MARBLE BREWERY HEIGHTS TAP ROOM Ray Anthony and
Powerslyde • funk, jazz • 7pm • FREE • 21+

MARBLE BREWERY WESTSIDE TAP ROOM Lenin and Mccarthey •
blues, pop, rock • 8pm • FREE • 21+

NICK & JIMMY’S Sina Soul Queen • jazz, R&B, soul, broadway,
contemporary, pop • 6pm • ALL-AGES! • Karaoke with Sina Soul •
9pm • FREE • 13+

NMCLUBHOUSE Bass Wars • Luth Lexxor • EDM • James NMTribe •
Krvng • Order 66 • Papavillain • 10pm • $10 • 18+

RIO BRAVO BREWING COMPANY Higher Ground Bluegrass • folk,
bluegrass • 6:30pm • FREE • 21+

SANDBAR BREWERY AND GRILL Friday Night Get Down • EDM,
variety • 10pm • 21+

SISTER Cellar Series Showcase Tap Takeover • 5pm • The Mindy
Set Reunion Show • Prism Bitch • Holy Glories • Shitty and The
Terribles • 8pm • See Event Horizon

ST. CLAIR WINERY & BISTRO The 45s • oldies • 6pm

STONE FACE TAVERN Todd Tijerina Trio • blues, roots, rock • 8:30pm •
FREE • 21+

TRACTOR BREWING WELLS PARK The Lymbs • rock • 8pm • See
Event Horizon

SATURDAY DEC 30
B2B2 TAPROOM Shimon’s Agents • variety • 7pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB TAPROOM Zealous Grooves •
jazz, funk, rock • 8:30pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

DIRTY BOURBON Rebel Heart • country, variety • 9pm • $5 • 21+

ISLETA RESORT & CASINO UFC 219 • Cyborg vs. Holm • 6pm •
21+ • See Event Horizon

MARBLE BREWERY HEIGHTS TAP ROOM Eryn Bent • folk, singer-
songwriter • 7pm • FREE • 21+

MARBLE BREWERY WESTSIDE TAP ROOM El Brujo Trio • Latin,
blues, flamenco • 8pm • FREE • 21+

NICK & JIMMY’S Sina Soul Queen • jazz, R&B, soul, broadway,
contemporary, pop • 6pm • ALL-AGES! 
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NMCLUBHOUSE Fetish Ball • The Culinary DJ • variety • 8pm •
$30 • 21+

RIO BRAVO BREWING COMPANY Clark Andrew Libbey • singer-
songwriter • 7pm • FREE • 21+

SANDIAGO’S GRILL AT THE TRAM Bardo • classical guitar • 7am

SISTER Flashback 80s • Pre-New Year’s End Party • DJ Brad Cole •
glam, punk, wave, metal, pop • 9pm

STAGE @ SANTA ANA STAR, Bernalillo UFC 219 • Cyborg vs.
Holm • 5pm • $10 • See Event Horizon

ST. CLAIR WINERY & BISTRO Shane Wallin • singer-songwriter •
6pm

TRACTOR BREWING FOUR HILLS Paul Hunton • singer-songwriter,
variety, indie, Americana • 7pm • FREE • 21+

TRACTOR BREWING TAPROOM Jacob Chavez • singer-songwriter,
folk, Americana • 5pm • FREE • 21+

TRACTOR BREWING WELLS PARK UFC 219 • Cyborg vs. Holm •
7pm • $14 • See Event Horizon • Still Closed For Repairs •
Americana, indie, folk • 8pm • FREE • 21+

ZINC WINE BAR & BISTRO Last Call • swing, jazz, soul, blues,
R&B • 8:30pm • FREE • 21+

SUNDAY DEC 31
BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB TAPROOM January Storm •
classic rock • 9pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

CANTEEN BREWHOUSE Chris Dracup • blues • 4pm • FREE

CASA ESENCIA New Year’s Eve Party • 9pm

THE COOPERAGE Son Como Son • Cuban salsa • 9:30pm • $15 •
21+

DIRTY BOURBON The Tylor Brandon Band • acoustic, country •
9pm • $10 • 21+

HOTEL ANDALUZ The Tracey Whitney Quartet • classic jazz, soul •
DJ Dolla Bill • Howling Coyote • 8pm • $49 • 21+

LAUNCHPAD Ryan McGarvey • blues, guitar • 8pm • See Event
Horizon

LEGENDS THEATER @ ROUTE 66 CASINO Cirque Ziva • 8pm

MOONLIGHT LOUNGE New Year’s Countdown • 9pm

M’TUCCI’S MODERNO ITALIAN RESTAURANT New Year’s Eve
Party • DJ Demonic • 9pm • See Weekly Specials.

NMCLUBHOUSE New Year’s Eve Swingers Party • 8pm • $20-$80 •
21+

POSH NIGHTCLUB Masquerade Ball • 8pm • 21+

QBAR New Year’s Eve Party • 9pm

RIO BRAVO BREWING COMPANY Tasty Face • Angelo Moore •
Eric McFadden • rock • Queen D • 8pm • $12 • 21+

SISTER Guilty Pleasures NYE Dance Party • Reighnbeau • indi-
etronica • 1960SFE • electronic, grime • 10pm • $5-$10 • 21+ •
See Event Horizon

STAGE @ SANTA ANA STAR, Bernalillo Wanderlust • DJ Derrick
Anthony • EDM • 9pm • 21+ • See Event Horizon

YANNI’S AND LEMONI BAR AND GRILL Frank’s Jazz Heads •
contemporary jazz • 9pm • FREE • 21+

ZULLO’S BISTRO The Despots • surf, punk, blues, rock • Sharksuit •
Coach Gun • 7pm • $10-$15 • 21+

MONDAY JAN 1
BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB TAPROOM Tylor Brandon •
acoustic, country, variety • 8pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

LAUNCHPAD Krizz Kaliko • rap, singer-songwriter • Slo Pain • R&B,
soul, hip-hop • Izzy Dunfore • 9:30pm

WEDNESDAY JAN 3
BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB TAPROOM Chris Ravin • rock
’n’ roll • 7pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

CANTEEN BREWHOUSE Brain Gang Trivia • 6pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

DRAFTY KILT BREWING COMPANY X-ile Open Mic and Acoustic
Jam • Next 2 the Tracks • 7pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

LAUNCHPAD Scalafrea • Transcend the Realm • Fields of Elysium •
death metal • 9pm

TRACTOR BREWING TAPROOM Todd Tijerina • blues, roots, funk,
rock • 8:30pm • FREE

TRACTOR BREWING WELLS PARK Poetry and Beer • 7pm • FREE
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The other day I woke up, stretched,
yawned and wondered: Do all beasts,
large and small, stretch and yawn?
What about rhinos, hippos, ants or
even the wee little microscopic
things? 

—Mr. Eddie

All beasts? Sorry, Eddie, no, and as it happens the
very largest of earth’s creatures aren’t known to
yawn. But that still leaves a lot of yawning animals
out there, some of them so small they haven’t been
born yet: thanks to a 1989 paper out of
Newfoundland, we can confirm the occurrence of
fetal pandiculation in sheep.

Pandiculation will turn out to be a very useful
word here; as defined by the OED, it’s “an instinctive
movement, consisting in the extension of the legs,
the raising and stretching of the arms, and the
throwing back of the head and trunk, accompanied
by yawning.” The ovine womb’s not a huge place,
but apparently it’ll accommodate a decent stretch.
Prenatal yawning and stretching isn’t limited to
sheep, either: Pandiculation can be seen in fetal
humans, as early as 12 weeks after conception.

In fact, in the animal kingdom, pandiculation falls
along clean lines: with a few notable exceptions—
whales and giraffes seem to have evolved
differently—it’s near-universal among vertebrates,
both cold- and warm-blooded. This includes your
rhinos and hippos, then, Eddie, but not ants.
(Lacking lungs, ants are pretty much categorically
excluded from yawning.) 

The widespread nature of this behavior is its
greatest mystery: what's the point of pandiculation?
You figure there must be one. As a contemporary
scholar of yawning, the French physician Olivier
Walusinski, has put it, “its survival without any
notable evolutionary variations is an indication of its
functional importance.”

Not just evolutionarily favored, pandiculation is
in fact hard-wired into our nervous systems. How
hard-wired? Famously, medical patients paralyzed
on one side of the body have been observed, when
yawning, to involuntarily raise the arm that’s
otherwise immobile—“with the muscles of the
paralyzed limb activated nearly as much as those of
a normal limb would be in a voluntary movement,”
one paper reports, going on to mention that
yawning can be seen, too, in animals whose brain
stems have been severed from the cortex.

These “decorticated animals,” the paper
continues, are also able to “feed themselves,
express rage and fight, and have sexual
intercourse”—i.e., to engage in the behaviors most
associated with the basic drive for self-preservation.
That pandiculation originates somewhere in the
brain stem or the hypothalamus—the parts
responsible for involuntary movement, mood,
metabolic upkeep, etc., as opposed to higher-order
thinking—lends further credence to the idea of its
performing some vital function.

But what, exactly? I first addressed this about
30 years ago, and report back today with an update:
the jury’s still out. (Back then I cast some doubt on
the notion that yawning increases oxygen levels in
the brain, and I’m pleased to say the science here
has solidified—that idea’s bunk.) Our biggest clue is
that pandiculation seemingly occurs when

vertebrates are in transitional states—between
sleep and waking, or switching between discrete
activities. Beyond that, we’re still formulating
hypotheses. A couple of the more interesting
guesses:

Pandiculation enhances alertness. Yawning
might serve to heighten our vigilance when we need
it most, or at least when our ancestors did: Upon
waking, around mealtimes and in threatening
situations. This would explain why, as
neurobiologist Robert Provine notes, army recruits
about to jump out of an airplane for the first time
have been observed yawning more as the big
moment approaches, or why Olympic athletes may
yawn as they settle into the starting blocks. Under
this theory, yawning when you’re bored might not
mean you’ve spaced out; it could be your brain stem
trying to get you back in the game.

It regulates temperature. In a 2007 study,
researchers asked subjects to hold hot or cold packs
to their foreheads and then recorded their yawning.
They found that the cold-pack group yawned
significantly less, suggesting that yawning might be
a way we keep the temperature down in our brains,
where thermal management is a real issue—they use
a whopping 20-plus percent of our metabolic
energy.

It keeps muscles shipshape. A 2011 paper
wondered whether involuntary stretching and
yawning might not have something to do with the
maintenance of the myofascial system. That is,
pandiculation gives us a regular chance to snap our
muscles and connective tissue back to a kind of
equilibrium, ensuring their ongoing functioning.

I’ll add one last note on the related phenomenon
of contagious yawning, the tendency to
empathetically “catch” yawns from others. Animals
that do this form a far more exclusive group,
apparently all but restricted to humans and our
closest relatives and friends: great apes and dogs,
mainly. Recent work has found that dogs are more
likely to yawn contagiously when the originating
yawn comes from their owner rather than from a
stranger, and that contagious yawning in humans
may reflect in-group/out-group prejudices—that
even this empathetic response, in other words, could
indicate things like unconscious racial bias. Yawning:
another perfectly good animal behavior that humans
have somehow managed to muck up.

Send questions to Cecil via straightdope.com or write him c/o
Chicago Reader, 30 N. Racine, Suite 300, Chicago 60607.
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 Cafe Lush
700 Tijeras Ave NW

Albuquerque, NM 87102
(505) 508-0164

$10 VOUCHER
YOURS FOR $5

$10 VOUCHER
YOURS FOR $5

$10 VOUCHER
YOURS FOR $5

Deep Space Coffee
504 Central Ave SW

Albuquerque, NM 87102
deepspacecoffee.com

Raid Knight
a Gaming Lounge

9132 Montgomery Blvd.
Albuquerque, NM 87111

(505) 508-0640
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The year’s best dispensaries and strains

Well it's been almost a full year under
Great Leader Trump, and—wouldn't
you know it—the world didn't end. The

sky remains intact, women are still allowed to
vote and (despite the president's repeated
threats and insults) President Donald Trump
has actually deported around 177,000 fewer
people than Obama did in his first year. And
so far, we still have our medical cannabis
cards. Does that mean I plan on sending
him a Christmas card? Of course not,
dear reader. But it does mean that I
can take refuge in my “I was right”
dance, since I told you all last year
that the sky would most likely not be
falling anytime soon. 

My more mild assessment of
2016's vote—the same one that left
so many of my more reactive friends
running naked through the streets and
preaching hellfire (a trans friend of mine even
quoted a Bible verse at me in what might have
been the most surreal moment of my entire
life)—has been proven right, and I can go
back to worrying about real (as opposed to
imagined) fears. At least until Kim Jong Un
throws the ultimate temper tantrum in
response to our fair president’s thoughtful
words. Or until the Environmental
“Protection Agency’s” (quotes are mine)
decision to drill for oil in a part of the Arctic
National Wildlife Refuge in Alaska results in
the devastation of the local environment and
wildlife.

But keeping one’s cool in such trying times
doesn’t come naturally., and I give all the
props to cannabis, my wise guide through the
ridiculous pitfalls of the human condition.
Thanks to my regular intake of strong sativas,
I've learned the difference between paranoid
obsession and legitimate anxiety. “Paranoia” is
actually one of the benefits of using cannabis. 

See, the problem is we're soft as hell. We
go out of our way to avoid even the smallest
discomfort, which has led to “paranoia” being
listed as one of THC's negative effects. But
cannabis doesn't make you “paranoid” in the
schizophrenic sense—you don't start
imagining dangers that aren't there. Instead,
cannabis yanks out all the fears you've been
trying to avoid your whole life and makes you
look in their eyes.

Holy shit. Everyone I know is going to die.
The sun's going to burn out one day. The human
race means nothing in the full extension of time.
The mean things I say to people stay with them. I
don't pay enough attention to my dog.

Compared to that, Trump hardly seemed
like anything to worry about. My advice for
the next year: be more paranoid.

But you aren't here for a lecture. You're
here to find out where my ever-judgmental eye
landed this year. To the ceremonies!

(*'�+&(�+�"'�*)'#�"*'
Best in Service: Verdes Foundation (7301
San Antonio NE)

One thing I've never found at Verdes is a
frown. The budtenders there are always
friendly, helpful and (most importantly) well-
informed. I've had some very enlightening
conversations with Verdes employees who
exhibited deep knowledge of the more obscure

aspects of terpenes and concentrate
production—a rare find in what is
generally an entry-level retail position.

Best in Quality: CG (6614 Gulton Ct.
NE)

I've been going to CG consistently
since the beginning of last year.
Their attention to detail is plain to
see, and I've never gotten a dry bud

or a spare seed from anything I've
bought there. (Also: I thought they were

always so friendly because they knew I wrote
this column, but apparently they didn't even
know! I guess they're just genuinely nice
people. Whodathunk?)

Best in Price: High Desert Relief (4840
Pan American Freeway NE Ste. H)

High Desert moved earlier this year, but
they still have the best prices in town. Plan on
spending a few minutes here, since the place is
almost always packed to the gills. Top-shelf
flower goes for around $11 a gram usually, and
you'll almost always find something for $7 a
gram.

(*'�+!��#")'+�%�)$+")+�*�
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Best Sativa: Sour Tangie

Bright and citrusy with a top layer of diesel,
Sour Tangie is cerebral and mood-enhancing. I
love this strain because it makes me feel more
creative and quicker on the draw. The
uplifting abilities of this tasty bastard make it
the perfect choice for anyone suffering from
depression or anxiety. May cause minor cases
of “the giggles.”

Best Indica: Starkiller
Starkiller is dank and heady. I had the

repeated experience of finding half-smoked
bowls and saying, “That's still going?” The
powerful effects of this relaxing indica soothe
pain and release tension. Despite that, it tastes
sweet and fruity, and goes down easy. This
strain will put you to sleep or make you
ravenous—whichever comes first.

Best Hybrid: Super Lemon OG
Hybrids are where you can find the real

jewels, and Super Lemon OG has become a
staple in my stash box. It tastes earthy and
sour, and produces some of the most pleasant
smelling smoke I've encountered. More
importantly, it makes the mind creative and
silly while bringing on a pleasant body high
that eases tension and reduces pain. a

(505) 338-0248
Albuquerque:

www.megamates.com  18+

you’ll fiu’ll find them
on MegaMates

Always FREE to listen
and reply to ads!

Playmates or soul mates,

REAL PEOPLE 

        REAL DESIRE 

                REAL FUN.

Try FREE: 505-338-0228
More Local Numbers: 1-800-926-6000

Ahora español

Livelinks.com 18+

*The Doc signs all renewals (including PTSD) and most new patients. The Doc is a contracted employee. 
RGO cannot sign people up for the NMMCP. (CR symbol)2017 All rights reserved. R. Greenleaf Organics, Inc.

$65 for renewals
$99 for new patients

15% off for all Veterans

Medical Cannabis
Certifications

Walk-ins are welcome
with medical records!

New PTSD Card
$140 by appointment only

Call today (505) 200-9562
rgreenleaf.com/thedoc
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4012 Central Ave SE

505-750-0158 

Can Help Treat
Many Illnesses

Other Hemp
Products Available

No Medical Card 
Needed

LIQUID DROPS

OINTMENTS

BAKED GOODS

PET CARE PRODUCTS

& MUCH MORE

CBD
and

More
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ARIES (March 21-April 19): "I need more smart
allies, compassionate supporters, ethical role models
and loyal friends, and I need them right now!" writes
Joanna K., an Aries reader from Albuquerque, N.M. On
the other hand, there's Jacques T., an Aries reader from
Montreal. "To my amazement, I actually have much of
the support and assistance I need," he declares. "What I
seem to need more of are constructive critics, fair-
minded competitors with integrity, colleagues and loved
ones who don't assume that every little thing I do is
perfect and adversaries who galvanize me to get
better." I'm happy to announce, dear Aries, that in 2018
you will benefit more than usual from the influences
that both Joanna and Jacques seek.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20): In the Scots language
spoken in Lowland Scotland, a watergaw is a
fragmented rainbow that appears between clouds. A
skafer is a faint rainbow that arises behind a mist,
presaging the imminent dissipation of the mist. A silk
napkin is a splintered rainbow that heralds the arrival of
brisk wind and rain. In accordance with the astrological
omens, I propose we use these mysterious phenomena
as symbols of power for you in 2018. The good fortune
that comes your way will sometimes be partially veiled
and seemingly incomplete. Don't compare it to some
"perfect" ideal. It'll be more interesting and inspiring
than any perfect ideal.

GEMINI (May 21-June 20): In 2018, half-buried
residues from the past will be resurfacing as influences
in your life. Old dreams that you abandoned
prematurely are ripe to be re-evaluated in light of what
has happened since you last took them seriously. Are
these good or bad developments? It will probably
depend on your ability to be charitable and expansive
as you deal with them. One thing is certain: To move
forward into the future, you will have to update your
relationships with these residues and dreams.

CANCER (June 21-July 22): Poet Diane Ackerman
tells us that human tongues, lips and genitals possess
neural receptors that are ultra-responsive. Anatomists
have given unsexy names to these bliss-generating
parts of our bodies: Krause end bulbs, also known as
bulboid corpuscles. (Couldn't they have called them
"glimmering rapture hubs" or "magic buttons"?) In any
case, these sweet spots enable us to experience
surpassing pleasure. According to my understanding of
the astrological omens for 2018, Cancerian, your
personal complement of bulboid corpuscles will be even
more sensitive than usual. Here's further good news:
Your soul will also have a heightened capacity to
receive and register delight.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Mise en place is a French
term whose literal translation is "putting in place."
When used by professional chefs in a restaurant
kitchen, it refers to the task of gathering and organizing
all the ingredients and tools before beginning to cook. I
think this is an excellent metaphor for you to emphasize
throughout 2018. In every area of your life, thorough
preparation will be the key to your success and
fulfillment. Make sure you have everything you need
before launching any new enterprise or creative effort.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): Experimental composer
Harry Partch played one-of-a-kind musical instruments
that he made from objects like car hubcaps, gourds,
aluminum ketchup bottles and nose cones from
airplanes. Collage artist Jason Mecier fashions portraits
of celebrities using materials like noodles, pills, licorice
candy, bacon and lipstick tubes. Given the astrological
configurations for 2018, you could flourish by adopting
a similar strategy in your own chosen field. Your most
interesting successes could come from using things as
they're not "supposed" to be used. You could further
your goals by mixing and matching resources in unique
ways.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): I wish I could make it nice
and easy for you. I wish I could proclaim that the forces
of darkness are lined up against the forces of light. I'd
like to be able to advise you that the opening months of
2018 will bring you a showdown between wrong and
right, between ugliness and beauty. But it just ain't that
simple. It's more like the forces of plaid will be arrayed

against the forces of paisley. The showdown will
feature two equally flawed and equally appealing
sources of intrigue. And so you may inquire, Libra, what
is the most honorable role you can play in these
matters? Should you lend your support to one side or
the other? I advise you to create a third side.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): In 2018, your tribe will
be extra skilled at opening things that have been shut
or sealed for a long time: heavy doors, treasure boxes,
rich possibilities, buried secrets, shy eyes, mum mouths,
guarded hearts and insular minds. You'll have a knack
for initiating new markets and clearing blocked
passageways and staging grand openings. You'll be
more inclined to speak candidly and freely than any
other generation of Scorpios in a long time. Getting
stuck things unstuck will come naturally. Making
yourself available for bighearted fun and games will be
your specialty. Given these wonders, maybe you should
adopt a new nickname, like Apertura (the Italian word
for "opening"), Ouverture (the French word for
"opening"), !i"i (Yoruban), Otevírací (Czech), Öffnung
(German), or Kufungua (Swahili).

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21): I predict that the
coming months won't bring you the kinds of
opportunities you were imagining and expecting, but
will bring you opportunities you haven't imagined and
didn't expect. Will you be alert and receptive to these
sly divergences from your master plan? If so, by
September of 2018 you will have become as smart a
gambler as maybe you have ever been. You will be more
flexible and adaptable, too, which means you'll be
better able to get what you want without breaking stuff
and wreaking whirlwinds. Congratulations in advance,
my daring darling. May your experiments be both
visionary and practical. May your fiery intentions be
both steady and fluidic.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19): Hungarian
psychiatrist Thomas Szasz dismissed the idea that a
person should be on a quest to "find himself" or "find
herself." "The self is not something that one finds," he
said. Rather, "it is something one creates." I think that's
great advice for you in 2018, Capricorn. There'll be little
value in wandering around in search of fantastic clues
about who you were born to be. Instead you should
simply be gung-ho as you shape and craft yourself into
the person you want to be.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18): Is there anything
about your attitude or your approach that is a bit
immature or unripe? Have you in some way remained an
amateur or apprentice when you should or could have
become fully professional by now? Are you still a
dabbler in a field where you could be a connoisseur or
master? If your answer to any of these questions is yes,
the coming months will be an excellent time to grow up,
climb higher and try harder. I invite you to regard 2018
as the Year of Kicking Your Own Ass.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20): In 2018, one of your
themes will be "secret freedom." What does that mean?
The muse who whispered this clue in my ear did not
elaborate further. But based on the astrological
aspects, here are several possible interpretations: 1)
You may have to dig deep and be strategic to access
resources that have the power to emancipate you. 2)
You may be able to discover a rewarding escape and
provocative deliverance that have been hidden from
you up until now. 3) You shouldn't brag about the
liberations you intend to accomplish until you have
accomplished them. 4) The exact nature of the freedom
that will be valuable to you might be useless or
irrelevant or incomprehensible to other people.

HOMEWORK: NAME 10 ITEMS YOU WOULD PUT IN A
TIME CAPSULE TO BE DUG UP BY YOUR DESCENDANTS
IN 500 YEARS. TESTIFY AT FREEWILLASTROLOGY.COM.

Go to realastrology.com to check out Rob Brezsny’s
expanded weekly audio horoscopes and daily text

message horoscopes. The audio horoscopes are also
available by phone at (877) 873-4888 or (900)

950-7700.

Medical Cannabis Services

New Patients
License Renewals
PTSD Evaluations

505-990-3978
Visit GreenviewNM.org for more information

3801 Atrisco Drive NW, Suite B, ABQ, NM, 87120



XMAS PARTY
i saw you tonight. 
at an office party. 
i watched your handsome face.
from across the room. 
as i laughed and chatted merrily. 
hiding the terrible ache.
in my heart.
I am a Woman. I saw a Man.
Where: Office party on 12/15/2017.

WONDERFUL WOMAN
Saw you at Rio 24 cinema. Your strength and
beauty so captivating that everyone was watching
your every move. But I’m sure I was the only one
there who shares your love for cosplay and
pretending to be the characters that express
something inside us. Wish I could have spoke to you
and shared this in person. Guess I will have to settle
for seeing you in Wonder Woman II if Warner Bros.
dumps Brett Ratner.
I am a Man. I saw a Woman.
Where: Rio 24 on 6/12/2017.
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Financial Services
GRANT WRITER Grant writing
services, focused on
organizations helping people
with mental/behavioral health
and substance abuse issues.
Services include finding
funding opportunities, grant
writing, grant reviews, and team
coordination. Contact Laura
Tuzinowski at
ltuzinowski@gmail.com or 505-
239-2944 for a quote.
BITCOIN MINING If you are
interested in BitCoin Mining
visit www.rogerkmiller.com

Home Services
GOT HEAT ? 7 Star Electric,
Plumbing & Heating Mike
Bell/Owner 505-332-8965
www.AlbuquerqueElectricians.n
et

Handyman Services
7 STAR ELECT-PLMB-HEAT-AC
We Do it all! 505.332.8965-
Mike Bell
www.AlbuquerqueElectricians.n
et

Buy/Sell/Trade

w
BUYING DIABETIC TEST
STRIPS FOR $CASH$ &

FREE PICK-UP! Highest CASH
Prices Paid In NM For Your
Diabetic Test Strips And FREE
Pick-UP! Help Others(Those
Without Insurance) & Make
Money Too! Call: 505-203-
6806

Arts & Crafts
FIGURE DRAWING GROUP
Live Drawing Sessions 9-
11am. $10-$30. RSVP
Sarah@505-730-5963

Announcements
JOHN V. KEMM
http://johnvkemm.com/

Studies
ABQ DRINQ STUDY We are
seeking healthy individuals
22-55 years of age who are
moderate to heavy drinkers for
a study of how alcohol use
affects brain functioning. The
study involves four visits at the
Mind Research Network over
18 months and each visit
requires up to 8 hours, which

can be split over multiple
days. You will be compensated
at the rate of $20/hour for
your participation. The Mind
Research Network is located
on the North Campus of
University of New Mexico. If
you would like to be
considered for the study,
please call 505-633-4028 or
email abqdrinq@mrn.org.
Please mention âABQ DRINQ
Studyâ. 
ADULTS (18+) WITH
CHRONIC PAIN NEEDED TO
TEST A SMARTPHONE APP.
We are seeking adults with
chronic pain & who own a
Smartphone. Participants can
earn up to $75 for
participation. The study
involves 3 visits to UNM (1 hr
each) over 2 months. For more
information, call 505-609-
8078 or e-mail
vowleslab@gmail.com.

w
STRESS & THE BRAIN
STUDY Seeking people

21-50 yrs. old who have
experienced domestic
violence, rape, sexual assault,
or severe physical assault.
Study involves two appts. at

UNM. Participants receive
financial compensation. Visit
http://bit.ly/2sP9KzP to see if
you qualify. Call 505-925-
2335 or email
casaastudy@gmail.com for
more info.

w
MRI STUDY 12-18 y.o.
M/F for brain study. $20

per hour. 272-0769 (HRRC #
07-272).

w
MRI STUDY 18-50 y.o.
M/F with history of

mental illness for brain study.
$20 per hour. 948-3230
(HRRC # 13-637). 
WEEKLY ALIBI HAS OVER
175,000 READERS, every
generation, from the Baby
Busters to the Baby Boomers.
Distributed throughout Abq, Rio
Rancho, Corrales, East Mountain,
Bernalillo, Placitas, Santa Fe and
Los Lunas. The Alibi is available
at restaurants, grocery stores,
college campuses, select
retailers and various downtown
locations. Coverage includes
politics, humor, film, opinion,
music, art and the most
comprehensive entertainment
guide in Nuevo Mexico. ¡Arriba!

Classified Place your ad: alibi.com
classifieds@alibi.com

(505) 346-0660 ext 258

Employment

Real Estate
Apartments for Rent
JUAN TABO/CANDELARIA NE
A clean, large 1 BR upstairs
$545/mo. Mature single
person. No pets. Call 293-
3909

Misc Property

Northeast

w
12,000 SQ FT
COMMERCIAL 3300

Wellness
DO YOU WANT TO QUIT
SMOKING? The Mind
Research Network is
conducting a study to test
whether cognitive training and
brain stimulation can improve
smoking cessation efforts. The
study requires 9 visits over 3
months. Eligible participants
will be paid up to $300 for
their time and be given free
nicotine patches. We are

currently seeking regular
smokers who are between the
ages of 18-60 and who want
to quit smoking. If you would
like to participate please call
505-933-9891or email 12-
547@mrn.org Mention “Quit
Smoking Study”.

Alternative Medicine

w
REDUCE YOUR
DRINKING? New

treatment program for heavy

Opportunities

w
REDUCE YOUR
DRINKING? New Year's

resolution to reduce your heavy
drinking? New non-medication
based treatment program for
heavy drinking using brain

Body & Soul

stimulation and mindfulness.
You will be paid up to $400
for up to 28 hours of your
time. Call 505-750-0451 or
email abqresearch@unm.edu. 
YOU WILL GET  RESULTS when
you place your classified ad in the

Weekly Alibi. Call 346-0660 ext.
221  today!

THE WEEKLY ALIBI
CLASSIFIEDS are a great deal!
Call 346-0660 ext. 221.

Vassar Dr NE 884-0158 By
Owner Secure Improved Nice
Property Details on Craigslist
Lease to Own 6k per month

Rooms/Roommates
FURNISHED ROOM Seeking
long term tenant to share

large house. $350/mo + 1/3
util. $250DD. Hardwood
floors, laundry, exercise area.
Please no pets, kids or
couples. 294-7209
YOU WILL GET  RESULTS when
you place your classified ad in the
Weekly Alibi. Call 346-0660 ext.
221  today!

drinking using brain
stimulation and mindfulness.
Call 505-750-0451 or email
abqresearch@unm.edu. 

Licensed Massage
HEAL AND RELAX! Skilled
healing, deep relaxation. 25
years experience. Hospital/
rehab experience. $60 w/ad.
Katrina LMT#6855 (505)506-
4016
innovative.massagetherapy.co
m 
READER NOTICE: The State of
New Mexico Department of

Regulation and licensing
requires registration numbers for
individuals who practice
massage therapy. These
registration numbers are
included in all ads within
category 300. Advertisers in this
category are registered and
licensed by the State of New
Mexico and are trained and
certified for therapeutic
massage. Advertisers in category
300 do not perform sexual
massages. Any concerns
regarding any of the advertisers
in this category should be
directed to: Weekly Alibi.

Responsible Gaming Program

• Free Problem Gambling Treatment
• Educational Presentations
• Behavioral/Mental Health Professionals 
   Conference

Call the Responsible Gaming Coordinator for 
more information:(505) 798-7415
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Matt Jones
Across
1 Anthony of the Red Hot Chili
Peppers
7 Beethoven and the like
11 Maple tree output
14 Part of ACTH
15 Up to it
16 "In Treatment" actress
Wasikowska
17 Period that doesn't involve
levies or charges (almost, except
for letters 3 and 9)
19 Shapiro of NPR
20 Tissue additive, sometimes
21 Greek vowel
22 FBI agent Kurt of "Blindspot"
24 Poet Sandburg
26 Chews out
27 Wayne's "Wayne's World"
cohost
30 "___ du lieber!"
33 Muscles that are crunched
34 It may be shaved or crushed
35 When duels may occur, in
westerns
38 His "Frozen Adventure"
appeared before "Coco" in
theaters
41 "And ___ Was" (1985 Talking
Heads hit)
42 Place for a soak (almost,
except for letters 2 and 6)
44 Heady brew
45 Daly of "Spider-Man:
Homecoming"
47 Vitamin B3
48 Web portal with a butterfly logo
49 Talk incessantly
51 ___-Caps (Nestle candy)
52 It's really a light crime
54 Van Gogh painting that set an
auction record
57 Superfood seen in seed form
59 "I'm not lying!"
60 Place with polar bears, perhaps
61 Some car cleaners, slangily
65 Census info, in part
66 Give quick attention to (almost,
except for letters 5 and 7)
69 Flock formation shape
70 Fictitious cookie guy
Spunkmeyer

71 Plaza Hotel girl of kid-lit
72 Mess up
73 "Star Wars" universe character
Boba ___
74 Word before date or jacket

Down
1 Japanese syllabic writing
2 Matinee figure
3 Puzzle cube creator Rubik
4 Pick up on
5 Needle ___ haystack
6 Bobby-___ (1940s teen)
7 Numbers to crunch
8 ___-Wan Kenobi
9 Luminesces
10 Iroquois Confederacy tribe
11 Some trick-taking feats, in
bridge (almost, except for letters 5
and 6)
12 Broadcast
13 Some poker hands
18 Legendary sunken island
23 Southwestern wolf
25 Moby-Dick's pursuer
27 Central idea

28 Hurting and sore
29 Design again from scratch
(almost, except for letters 5 and 6)
31 Broadway composer George M.
___
32 Drink in a mug
36 Leather shade
37 Rapa ___ (Easter Island)
39 As well
40 "Twin Peaks" actress Sherilyn
43 ___ B'rith
46 Facility
50 Words in some greatest hits
album titles
53 One of Buddy Holly's last hits
54 "___ my doubts"
55 "Copy that"
56 What a star may stand for
58 Held expectations (for)
60 Lemon peel
62 Similar (to)
63 "Deal or No Deal" container
64 Hip or quip ending
67 Box full of model components
68 Peyton's brother
©2018 Jonesin' Crosswords

ANSWERS TO THIS WEEK’S PUZZLE ARE AVAILABLE ONLINE AT ALIBI.COM

BY RYAN NORTH "No Two Ways About It"—words and phrases that are
*almost* palindromes.
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BEST OF
BURQUE
TWO THOUSAND EIGHTEEN

alibi

Nominate your favorite businesses, 
people, places and things

January 3 through 31
at alibi.com

alibi The largest newsweekly in New Mexico.


